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Synopsis

Fibre-Reinforced Polymer Composites (FRPCs) are a class of materials which offer significant advantages over conventional metal alloys where weight and/or energy consumption need to be kept to a minimum, as for example in automotive and aerospace applications.

However, FRPCs are complex materials and therefore the damage mechanisms that can affect their structural integrity are also complex. The strongly anisotropic microstructure of FRPCs poses significant challenges for Non-Destructive Techniques (NDT) of the actual structural health of components made from such materials. In modern economy, the profitability of valuable and expensive assets such as airplanes depends highly on the level of ‘sweating’, which is subsequently a function of the availability of the asset. It is thus highly desirable to minimise inspection requirements to the lowest level possible and at the same time maximise the time between maintenance intervals without compromising safety and reliability.

Acoustic Emission (AE) is a passive Remote Condition Monitoring (RCM) technique which is based on the detection of elastic stress waves emitted when damage evolves in a structure. It allows the on-line assessment of structures and enables the coverage of extensive areas by the addition of an array of sensors. Conventional piezoelectric transducers traditionally used to perform AE are relatively bulky in size and need to be surface mounted. Fibre Optic Acoustic Emission Sensors (FOAES) offer a distinct advantage since they are light weight, have small size and can be effectively embedded in FRPC laminates. In addition, they can be multiplexed with the entire structure being monitored more effectively.

In this study, the fabrication a novel FOAES based in an optical coupler was studied in depth, and the different manufacturing parameters identified and defined. A novel methodology for
embedding the FOAES in glass capillaries in a repeatable, consistent and reliable manner was
designed, commissioned and tested. The geometrical characteristics of the produced FOAES
were investigated. It was found that the sensors were not symmetrical, and that there were
notable differences between FOAES produced by the same manufacturing configuration. The
surface characterisation of the FOAES showed differences in the frequency response for
sensors with identical manufacturing parameters. In the other hand, all sensors exhibited
excellent fidelity. This can be related to different geometrical characteristics from sensor-to-
sensor introduced by the applied manufacturing process, and to the double cantilever
configuration of the sensor. While the sensor vibrates with identical frequency to the
perturbation and therefore will replicate them very accurately, the amplitude of the oscillation
will depend on the resonance frequencies of the sensor. Such resonance frequencies will have
a strong dependency of the geometry of the sensor.

A comparison between capillary packaged FOAES before and after embedding was
performed. A general increase of the response including a higher bandwidth was obtained. On
the other hand, bonded FOAES experienced the same increase in the response but not
improvements in the bandwidth. It was speculated that the applied adhesive was partly
damping the highest frequencies, so potentially this could be resolved with a stiffer adhesive.

The directionality of the embedded sensors was assessed by simultaneous comparison with
commercial piezoelectric PZT sensors R30α and R50α (both below 1.5 dB). Both the FOAES
and commercial piezoelectric PZT exhibited similar directionality. The FOAES also exhibited
a linear response.

Simultaneous tensile tests were performed using embedded FOAES and the same commercial
PZT AE sensors. The events collected from the FOAES showed a very rich frequency
spectrum, aligned with the ones acquired simultaneously by the PZT AE sensors. The trend in cumulative hits and energy showed correlation between the FOAES and piezoelectric PZT AE sensors.

The FOAES required much more time than the PZT sensors to return to the relaxed state after picking up a signal. This damping behaviour was an undesired issue. This phenomenon could be reduced by the use of a very soft adhesive in one of the extremes of the capillary. Unfortunately, it was not possible to include this investigation in this research work. Finally, the embedded FOAES was found to be sensitive to the strain. The AE signals were shorter and with less counts according the strain was increased. In addition, correlation between manufacturing draw length and minimum strain at failure was found.
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## Glossary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AE</td>
<td>Acoustic Emission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AlN</td>
<td>Aluminium Nitride</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>Computer Tomography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFRP</td>
<td>Carbon Fibre Reinforced Polymer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAS</td>
<td>Data Acquisition System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DWDM</td>
<td>Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FBG</td>
<td>Fibre Bragg Grating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FBT</td>
<td>Fused Bi-conical Taper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFT</td>
<td>Fast Fourier Transform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOAES</td>
<td>Fibre Optic Acoustic Emission Sensor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOS</td>
<td>Fibre Optic Sensors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRPC</td>
<td>Fibre Reinforced Polymer Composite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDT</td>
<td>Hit Definition Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLT</td>
<td>Hit Lockout Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KSOM</td>
<td>Kohonen’s Self Organising Map</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDT</td>
<td>Non Destructive Technique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NR</td>
<td>Neutron Radiography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSA</td>
<td>Optical Spectrum Analyser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCB</td>
<td>Printed Circuit Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PD</td>
<td>Photo Detector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDT</td>
<td>Peak Definition Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS-FBG</td>
<td>Phase Shifted Fibre Bragg Grating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMN-PT</td>
<td>Magnesium Niobate-Lead Titanate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PZT</td>
<td>Lead Zirconate Titanate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCM</td>
<td>Remote Condition Monitoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD-FBG</td>
<td>Small Diameter Fibre Bragg Grating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acronym</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHM</td>
<td>Structural Health Monitoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNR</td>
<td>Signal to Noise Ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOM</td>
<td>Self-Organising Map</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLS</td>
<td>Tunable Laser Source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UV</td>
<td>Ultraviolet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER 1

Introduction
1 Introduction

In recent decades there has been a continuous expansion in the development and use of Fibre-Reinforced Polymer Composite materials (FRPCs). The key applications of FRPC materials are predominantly related to the aerospace, wind energy generation, marine and automotive industries. One of the main reasons for using FRPCs as alternative structural materials to metal alloys is their high specific properties (ratio of the property of interest, mostly strength, and density). Hence, FRPCs are desired materials in applications where weight and energy consumption need to be kept as low as possible, whilst high levels of strength and impact resistance are maintained.

However, in-service performance uncertainty highlights the importance of modelling and the requirement for effectively predicting the structural health and long-term behaviour of these materials in relation with the gradual degradation and service conditions they are exposed to [1, 2]. To address these concerns various Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) techniques are employed [1, 3, 4] for quality control during manufacturing, inspection during maintenance (e.g. ultrasonic inspection, thermography, shearography and radiography) and in-service monitoring (e.g. acoustic emission, acousto-ultrasonics and vibration) [5-8].

Acoustic Emission (AE) testing is a passive NDT and Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) technique, which can be applied for the global evaluation of large structures and components. The application of AE testing can save considerable amounts of time in downtime and can actually be applied during in-service conditions. In this way, it is possible to reduce the amount of time required for maintenance and manual inspection activities, hence maximising availability and profitability of certain assets such as bridges, aircraft, pressure vessels, etc.
Currently, AE testing is carried out using transducers whose operation is based on the direct piezoelectric effect caused by the repositioning of the charge centres in the ferroelectric element when it is deformed elastically. This type of sensors makes use of piezoelectric crystals, which are commonly manufactured of Lead Zirconate Titanate (PZT).

PZT is a typical ceramic material exhibiting strong ferroelectric behaviour. PZT crystals in AE sensors are packaged into a stainless steel protective casing and attached either to an alumina or stainless steel wear plate. The high stiffness of the wear plate material allows the stress waves emitted by propagating cracks or other sources of AE activity to propagate with minimal damping effect to the crystal causing it to deform. The ultrasonic frequency of the stress waves means that the deformation of the crystal occurs very rapidly during the detection of an AE event, causing polarisation changes that give rise to an electric signal. The electric signal is transmitted to the rest of the circuits through electrodes which are attached on the crystal. In this way, AE energy is converted into electric signals which can be further manipulated and analysed in order to extrapolate the type of defect that have given rise to these signals in the first place, the mode of propagation and potentially their severity [4, 9, 10].

Obviously, the piezoelectric effect in a single PZT crystal produces electric signals which are very weak. For this reason, the acquired AE signals need to be subsequently amplified before being digitised and logged by the data acquisition card employed in AE systems. Therefore, prior to digitisation and logging, AE signals are amplified, filtered, and conditioned [4, 11]. There are also other types of piezoelectric materials such as langasite (La₃Ga₅SiO₁₄), Lead Magnesium Niobate-Lead Titanate (PMN-PT), Aluminium Nitride (AlN), and others, which can be used instead, but due to the very good and reliable performance of PZT crystals, other...
materials are normally considered only when temperature or operational conditions necessitate this.

Despite the wide variety of available piezoelectric crystals and performances, these sensors have several fundamental disadvantages. For example, they are bulky in size and although this is not a major problem for surface mounting deployment, the embedment into composite materials is either not straightforward or is impossible altogether since they will cause the introduction of a severe defect into the structure. In addition, piezoelectric crystals are generally sensitive to electromagnetic noise, which renders them less useful in operational environments where strong electromagnetic noise is present.

The low energy electric signals generated by piezoelectric AE sensors naturally attenuate as they propagate through the cabling of the system from the sensor to the data acquisition card. Hence the distance from the piezoelectric element to the first amplification point known as the pre-amplification stage needs to be relatively short and normally no further away than 1.5 metres. Although there are also sensors with integrated (built-in) pre-amplifiers, these sensors tend to be even bulkier. Moreover, the quality of the signals produced tends to be relatively poorer when compared with conventional setups where the AE sensor is separate from the pre-amplification unit. Conventional piezoelectric AE sensors tend to be relatively large (the larger the surface of the crystal the higher its sensitivity) and heavy especially in comparison with Fibre Optic Sensors (FOS). Finally, special design considerations need to be taken into account when intrinsically safe operation is necessary, i.e. in explosive environments such as oil refineries.

While some of the aforementioned problems and drawbacks of conventional AE sensors can be overcome by the application of highly specialised and far more expensive designs, the
application of FOS in SHM as an alternative sensor type to conventional piezoelectric ones has received extensive attention in recent years [12-14]. These optical sensors have been demonstrated to address satisfactorily a number of the previously discussed disadvantages. Therefore, they can be considered as a potential complete replacement or complement to conventional sensing technology. The use of FOS allows several additional capabilities including inertness to the effect of external electromagnetic fields. Furthermore, FOS are much smaller in size (particularly in terms of their diameter) when compared with standard piezoelectric AE sensors and therefore more suitable for embedment in FRPCs and other materials. FOS also suffer from lower attenuation of the detected signals with increasing distance from the data acquisition unit. For example, typical attenuation is less than 0.18dB/km in single mode fibres operating at a 1550 nm wavelength and 15 dB/km in single mode fibres operating at 630 nm wavelength. Furthermore, FOS are intrinsically safe by nature. Hence, their application in potentially explosive hazardous operational environments, such as oil refineries and chemical plants, does not require any additional precautions or design considerations to be taken. This is due to the fact that the signals are based on the transmission of light rather than electricity.

1.1 Aims and objectives of the research

The present study investigated in depth the manufacturing procedure and full characterisation of a novel type of AE sensor based on optical fibres. The objectives of this study in detail where the following:

(i) FOAES manufacturing and comparison versus standard piezoelectric transducers

In the initial stages of the present study the fibre optic AE sensors developed were assessed in terms of their performance and compared with standard piezoelectric transducers. The effort
was then focused on identifying the factors that influence the consistency of the production of the FOAES. The various effects of these factors were analysed since by modifying the production process variables it becomes possible to manufacture sensors with different resonances. Also the sensitivity and directionality of the FOAES in comparison with standard commercial piezoelectric transducers were assessed. The survival rate of the FOAES during handling was evaluated by carrying out relevant experiments.

The developed fibre optic AE sensors were tested initially by surface-mounting them on a glass piece with rectangular shape. To suppress the uncertainty introduced in the acquired signals by commercial AE systems from filtering and re-sampling, customised software and hardware was developed and commissioned for collecting, storing and analysing the signals generated by the FOAES sensors manufactured.

(ii) FOAES packaging and embedding into composite materials: influence in response and characterisation

A novel process for inserting the FOAES into a glass capillary was investigated and developed. The impact of the packaging process and variables on the response of the sensors were assessed.

The packaged sensors were characterised by mounting them on the surface of a test piece prior to subsequently embedding them into different configurations of glass-epoxy composite laminates. The sensors were then re-characterised to understand the overall effect of the embedding process on the response of the sensors.

Again, custom-built software and hardware was developed and commissioned for the collection, storage and analysis of the response of the sensors.
(iii) Direct comparison between embedded FOAES and conventional piezoelectric AE sensors during strain tests.

An appropriate testing configuration was designed and implemented in order to establish a direct comparison between two surface-mounted piezoelectric AE sensors with embedded FOAES during tensile testing of epoxy-glass fibre laminates. Commercial, off-the-self, Mistras Group Inc. hardware and AEWIN® software were employed for the acquisition and storage of the AE signals produced by both sensor technologies. During these tests the ultimate tensile strain that the FOAES could endure prior to failure was evaluated.

1.2 Thesis structure

The thesis is divided in seven different chapters, as follows:

**Chapter One: Introduction**

In this chapter a general introduction about the project is given, followed by the description of the aims and objectives of the research. The structure of the thesis and the contributions of the author to the scientific literature are described.

**Chapter Two: Literature Review**

A review of the state of the art of the SHM in general and about the AE in particular is given. Particular attention is given to the results reported by other studies on manufacturing and characterisation of FOS.

**Chapter Three: Materials and Methods**
This chapter describes the experimental methods and procedures adopted in order to carry forward the research objectives of the present study. A special in-depth explanation is given to the developed and commissioned software and hardware.

**Chapter Four: Sensors Manufacturing and Packaging**

The effect of the different manufacturing parameters on the overall performance of the FOAES is discussed and analysed. The response of different sensor configurations is evaluated on an aluminium standard test piece where FOAES were surface-mounted. The FOAES were tested un-packaged and secured on a rectangular piece of thin-glass by applying two drops of UV adhesive.

In addition, this chapter describes the development of a novel packaging process, embedding the FOAES in a silica glass capillary.

**Chapter Five: FOAES embedding and characterisation**

In chapter five, a number of packaged FOAES are surface-mounted on a composite plate prior to being embedded in different configurations of epoxy-glass fibre composite laminates and tested in terms of their response to AE signal sources. The responses are then compared in order to understand the impact of the embedding process on the different aspects of the sensors’ performance. The directionality effect is also considered and analysed, and subsequently compared with the benchmarking of conventional piezoelectric AE sensors. Finally, the linearity and fidelity factors are assessed.

**Chapter Six: Comparison of embedded FOAES with surface-mounted piezo-electric AE sensors**
A direct comparison of AE activity captured by an embedded FOAES and surface mounted conventional AE sensors are established following tensile testing under an appropriate experimental configuration. To enable this comparison, the laminates with the embedded FOAES were machined and instrumented with a conventional AE sensors and strain gauges. The laminates were then strained via a universal testing machine whilst the AE activity was recorded. A comparison is carried out between the performance of the different FOAES and the benchmarked AE sensors.

Chapter Seven: Conclusions and Suggestions for Future Work

The conclusions arising from the results of the present study and their comparison with other works previous reported are summarised in Chapter 7. Also suggestions for future work are presented in detail.

1.3 Publications

The following publications containing findings from research carried out by the author have been produced:


The following journal paper is under preparation:

CHAPTER 2

Literature Review
2 Literature Review

2.1 Introduction

It is clear that there is a continuous expansion in the development and use of FRPCs in recent years. The key applications of FRPC materials are predominantly related to the aerospace, wind energy generation, marine and automotive industries. One of the main reasons for using FRPCs as alternative structural type of materials to metal alloys is their much higher strength to weight ratio. Hence, FRPCs are desired materials in applications where weight and potentially energy consumption need to be minimised to the lowest level possible. However, apart from their high strength to weight ratio FRPCs also exhibit superior resistance to corrosion which is very important in several applications, particularly when downtime needs to be kept as low as possible and availability needs to be increased to the highest possible level [1]. FRPC are routinely inspected using various conventional NDT techniques in order to ascertain manufacturing quality or the structural degradation level while in service [1, 3, 15-18]. Techniques used for the evaluation of FRPC structures include ultrasonic inspection, thermography, shearography, radiography, AE, acousto-ultrasonics and vibration [5-8].

FRPCs consist of two materials which are completely different at molecular level and can be mechanically separated [19]. These two materials are classified as the matrix and the reinforcement of the FRPC. The matrix binds the fibres together transferring the load to the reinforcing fibres, giving to the composite material some level of ductility. It also provides protection to the reinforcing fibres against chemical or mechanical damage. The reinforcing fibres carry the load, providing increased tensile strength and stiffness properties. Consequently, degradation of the matrix-fibre interface [20] or the cumulative damage
experienced by the reinforcing fibres or the matrix [21-23] will result in different failure modes (e.g. delamination, cracks or tensile failure).

The damage in FRPCs is normally difficult to detect using visual inspection alone [22]. Also the mechanical behaviour of the material prior to final failure does not change significantly either. Hence, these are two of the key reasons of why evaluation of FRPC structures and components using NDT techniques play a major role in the successful widespread application of these materials [1, 3, 15-17].

Conventional X-ray radiography, Neutron Radiography (NR) and Computed Tomography Scan (CT scan) [3, 24-28] can be used for detecting certain types of defects such as delamination, voids or cracks. NR has been proven to perform well in the inspection of bonding lines or material in proximity to metals. Some important disadvantages of radiographic inspection techniques include the high dependency of sensitivity on the defect orientation, the resolution of the detectors (which is normally not sensitive enough for finding small defects at filamentary scale) and the difficulties in their deployment when accessibility from both sides of the component concerned is not straightforward. However, recent advances in backscattered radiography have partially addressed the latter issue although at the expense of inspection resolution. In addition, the health and safety concerns involved in radiographic inspection can render sometimes the in-situ application of radiography impossible or prohibitively expensive. Hence, the component disassembly and inspection in radiation leak-proof chambers may become necessary. The CT scanning equipment has space limitations, and the time required for extracting a 3D image from the samples increases dramatically with increased resolution. The CT resolution is a function of the X-ray images taken per each degree of angle.
Ultrasonic inspection methods, including ultrasonic immersion C-Scan testing [3, 29, 30], are commonly used for online and off-line (ultrasonic immersion C-Scan only off-line) inspection of FRPCs. These techniques allow mapping of the presence of defects in FRPC materials which may be buried or surface-breaking. Again, there are limitations related to the attenuation of the ultrasonic signal due to the high anisotropic nature of FRPCs causing scattering and multiple reflections of the interrogating ultrasonic waves. The geometry of curved or complex-shaped specimens is an additional hurdle that needs to be overcome as well as the defect orientation with respect to the propagation angle of the interrogating ultrasonic beam. The use of ultrasonic phased arrays [31-33] allows the overcoming of some of these problems focusing the ultrasonic beam energy in smaller areas of interest. In addition, phased arrays enable the better adaptation of inspection procedure to variable geometries by changing the focal distance (depth) and/or the angle of the ultrasonic beam accordingly.

Optical or acoustic holography, and thermography [3, 34, 35] are alternative methods of inspection of FRPCs. However, they require the use of very sensitive equipment, which is highly dependent on the test conditions (vibrations, temperature). Therefore, their use is normally limited to laboratories. Advanced pulsed thermographic equipment however, can be deployed in the field. Nonetheless, such equipment is very bulky and expensive and attention needs to be paid in the environmental conditions prior to the inspection.

Finally, vibration and AE are methods which can be employed for successfully detecting structural damage, friction, discontinuities or changes within in-service components [1, 36-44]. The principles of AE testing are discussed in detail in the following section.
2.2 Acoustic emission

2.2.1 Introduction

AE is defined as the mechanical energy released in the form of elastic waves within a material due to dynamic microstructural changes which are taking place internally [45, 46]. The acquisition and subsequent analysis of AE signals permits continuous in-service monitoring of the structural health of materials with few restrictions [6, 47]. AE can be used for the geometrical location of active damage evolution using a network of two or more sensors with known locations and distance between them [48, 49].

The effective use of AE requires the separation of the damage-related events from unwanted mechanical noise [47]. This can be done through the characterisation of the AE hits/events using several parameters such as threshold level, counts, counts to peak, rise time (known as RT, is the time to the maximum of the hit since the threshold is crossed), and duration. It is important to set the key AE acquisition parameters correctly before any data is acquired. The parameters which need to be determined according to the need of the measurement are the time that the signal requires to reach its peak after the threshold has been exceeded for the first time (known as Peak Definition Time or PDT), the time that the hit remains open after the signal passed the threshold for the last time also known as the Hit Definition Time (HDT), and the hit lock-out time (HLT) during which the sensors do not record any further signals after a hit has been logged [41, 50]. The relevance of these parameters to the AE waveform captured are shown in Figure 1.
In addition, frequency-based filtering should be used for eliminating signals with lower frequency (typically lower than 50-100 kHz, associated with ambient noise). The bandwidth where the AE events happen is normally within the range of 20 kHz to 1 MHz. Most structural defects when they grow will emit stress waves at frequencies within the range of 100-350 kHz. The upper limit of AE testing is rarely increased up to 2-3 MHz [38, 47] for event classification purposes [7, 8]. However, this requires much higher sampling rates in order to avoid aliasing [51, 52]. At the same time more data storage and computing power is required.

AE sensors can be distinguished into two main types: a) the commonly used surface-mounted piezoelectric sensors and b) surface-mounted or embedded optical sensors. A typical piezoelectric sensor consists of a piezoelectric crystal placed in a metallic housing normally made of stainless steel. The sensor is coupled with an appropriate ultrasonic couplant (such as ultrasonic gel, grease or Vaseline) on the sensing face. Consistent contact with the test piece being monitored is ensured by the application of force pressing the sensor against the test surface either through the use of magnetic hold-downs or duct-tape. Alternatively, superglue
or Araldite® adhesive can be employed, particularly when small or non-magnetic test pieces need to be monitored. The piezoelectric crystal (normally PZT ceramic) converts the mechanical energy of the incident elastic waves in an electric signal through the direct piezoelectric effect. The resonance frequencies of the crystal influence the response in the frequency domain. The crystal size and coupling quality influence the sensor’s overall sensitivity in detecting stress waves propagating through the monitored structure. A typical AE piezoelectric sensor and its frequency response are shown in Figure 2. It should also be noted that the effectiveness of the AE sensor in detecting damage propagation in a structure with increasing distance from the source will depend on the level of attenuation of the stress waves as they propagate through the microstructure.

Figure 2 Piezoelectric sensors; (i) picture of PAC 50α, (ii) typical structure of a piezoelectric sensor, and (iii) response in frequency of a sensor PAC 50α.
Optical sensors are much different in nature and the sensing principles are based on other fundamentals in comparison with traditional piezoelectric sensors as it will be discussed next.

2.2.2 Damage detection using Acoustic Emission

A broad range of AE applications have been reported in the literature [9]. In the rail industry, AE has been employed for monitoring the crack growth in steel alloys used for the track infrastructure [53, 54]. AE has also been evaluated in terms of its capability in detecting damage in wheels and axle bearings [55] of railway rolling stock. Moreover, AE has been employed for SHM of bridge structures and other masonry [2, 11]. Damage can be qualitatively or semi-quantitatively evaluated based on AE signal processing using appropriate statistical analysis and historical data trending. Furthermore, AE has been very successfully applied in monitoring leaks in pipes [56] and pressure vessels [57]. Ozevin and Harding [58] proposed an array of AE sensors to monitor leaks in pressurised pipelines. The leaks created turbulent flow which made particles and bubbles to collide against the material. These collisions caused stress waves to arise that propagated along the pipe, eventually being detected by an AE sensor.

AE can also be applied for corrosion monitoring [59], detection of partial discharges in power electric machines [60, 61], or damage detection and classification in composite structures. Rabiei and Modarres [62] considered an approach of predicting crack propagation based on the analysis of AE data using the risk measure for a crack to change from the stable to rapid growth regime using a statistical model, calculation of crack growth rate and Bayesian estimation technique. The AE activity was collected during standard fatigue crack growth testing using a metallic notched specimen and cycling loading conditions. Kim et al. [63] analysed the damage induced by low energy impact using AE data acquired from two
different types of transducers. Wavelet and short-time Fourier transforms (STFT) were applied for the signal analysis, being able to identify when damage evolution occurred. The analysis was validated by ultrasonic C-scan and microscopic examination of the samples tested.

AE has been extensively reported in the literature as a very powerful technique for detecting and classifying damage in FRPC materials. Scholey et al. [64] described the application of an array of AE sensors in monitoring the structural health of large specimens as a means of minimise the effect of reflections. The evolution of various defects, such as matrix cracking and delamination under quasi-static loading conditions were successfully detected. The signals were classified based on the dominating wave guided mode. While matrix cracking was mainly described by the $S_0$ mode (periodical movement parallel to the neutral axis of the plate as represented in Figure 3), the delamination was predominately dominated by the $A_0$ mode (periodical movement perpendicular to the neutral axis of the plane, as shown in Figure 3). In addition and in contrast to the $A_0$ mode, the $S_0$ mode or matrix cracking transmission mode was found to be highly dependent on the angle.

![Figure 3](image)
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Figure 3 Numerical simulation of the propagation of the fundamental Lamb symmetrical and anti-symmetrical modes in a thin plate [65]. Figure 3 (i) shows the symmetric or movement parallel to the neutral axis, while Figure 3 (ii) represents the antisymmetric or movement perpendicular to the neutral axis. Warmer colours represent higher displacements.
Quispicuta et al. [66] investigated damage evolution of fatigue test of composite sandwich panels by employing amplitude-clustering of the collected AE signals. The samples consisted of skins of bidirectional carbon fibre bonded on a honeycomb core (polyurethane filled craft paper). The test revealed the core failure as the main contributor, followed by interfacial failure. Laksimi et al. [67] explored damage evolution using AE in tensile tested polypropylene glass fibre composites. A parameter-based identification algorithm was developed which was able to distinguish between matrix cracking, reinforcement-matrix interface damage, delamination and fibre fracture from non-relevant signals such as friction or noise. The signals were classified based on their amplitude.

Webers et al. [46] investigated AE for monitoring fatigue damage in carbon fibre-reinforced epoxy composites (CFRP), curing of concrete and corrosion of carbon and stainless steel. The suitability of AE for monitoring all three of these very different phenomena was confirmed. It was possible to distinguish matrix cracking, delamination and fibre fracture in the AE data collected during the fatigue testing of the composite material considered in this study. The temperature variation and micro-cracking of the concrete was linked to the AE overall activity and counts. Finally, pitting, stress-corrosion-cracking, uniform corrosion and time without corrosion were identified and clustered. An average error on the classification of 2% was obtained. Stepanova et al. [68] proposed a methodology for AE processing based on the amplitude distribution dynamics. The methodology was applied on organic composites enabling the fracture detection and crack growth events occurring in the material. The front velocity of the generated elastic waves was found to change several times in magnitude from the early stages to the full development of the cracks. The author stated the importance of the velocity of the wave front to enhance the location of the defects, with lower speeds leading to inaccuracies. Awerbach et al. [69] brought the analysis typically carried out at laboratory-
level to the identification of types of damage in full-scale composite fuselage structures. Several types of sensors and configurations were investigated. However, the decoupling of the signals arising from different damage mechanisms was found to be unfeasible. The superposition of unwanted signals both in the frequency and time domain, together with a dramatic increment in the number of AE events when close to the ultimate load (superimposing signals) were found to be among the main reasons of failure to distinguish different damage mechanisms in the AE data collected.

Godin et al. [70] investigated the change of AE signal signatures emitted by the same material after different levels of water aging had been sustained. It was found that as the mechanical properties degraded with increasing water content, the AE signals captured decreased in amplitude and activity. A Kohonen’s Self-Organising Map (KSOM) was applied to classify the different failure modes in as-received samples with no aging effect. The same approach was then used on aged samples. The AE waves were found to be similar for analogous damage modes in both aged and as-received samples.

AE testing has been extensively used for the investigation of the properties of the matrix-reinforcement interface based on tests carried out on samples with a single or a limited number of fibres as reinforcement. Narisawa and Oba [6] used AE to study the shear fracture strength of the boundary of four matrix system and bundles of 90 filaments of glass fibre, or single carbon fibre filament. The results showed correlation between the shear strength and the proportion of hardener. Haselbach and Lauke [38] proposed the use of a laminate with a single fibre as reinforcement to distinguish between de-bonding in the interface fibre-matrix, fibre fracture and friction during tensile test. The geometry of the samples was optimised by modelling the transverse stress of the fibre-matrix interface. The methodology enabled the calculation of the adhesion strength by monitoring the initiation of the de-bonding.
AE has been demonstrated to be able to successfully characterise and detect failure of fibres bundles under tension. Hamstad and Moore [71] studied the tensile failure of a single filament of Kevlar 49 before proceeding to test dry and lubricated bundles. They investigated the influence of shorter fibre length in causing premature failure in strong fibres and thus identified the importance of simultaneous AE monitoring. Chi et al. [72] reported the possibility of combining AE with two-parameter Weibull distribution to characterise the survivability and behaviour of a bundle of glass fibres. Bundles of 4000 fibres were tested, classifying the bundle in two different clusters based on intrinsic flaw sizes. This could enable the assessment of the effect of manufacturing parameters in the mechanical properties of the fibres. Jihan et al. [73] provided further evidence of the bimodal flaw population in glass bundles, when testing bundles with a population of 4000 filaments. Two clusters of fibres were identified based on the severity of the intrinsic flaws of the individual filaments. The higher frequency AE events were found to be linked with fibre fracture, so the presented methodology was able to fit the data to a two-parameter Weibull distribution representing the survivability of the fibres. The importance of the effect of different factors during bundle manufacturing on the mechanical properties was investigated. Mili et al. and Hall and Okoroafor [39, 41, 74] used AE for defining the parameters of a Weibull distribution describing the surviving probability of glass-fibre bundle tensile test. The role played by inter-filamentary friction, and its contribution to the AE activity were investigated.

2.2.3 Signal processing in Acoustic Emission

The frequency analysis of the collected AE has been reported as being a very effective way to process AE signals. Thus, AE can be used for investigating and correlating different damage modes. One of its biggest advantages lies in the relative high sensitivity with respect to the distance of the sensor from the source [75]. However, the high attenuation level arising from
the anisotropic microstructure of composite materials and fibres acting as waveguides renders amplitude-based classification challenging [5, 66, 67]. Different combinations of resin systems, reinforcements and specimen geometry or configuration have been used to classify AE data where phenomena such as matrix cracking, de-bonding, interface related damage (fibre pull-off or matrix-fibre de-bonding) and fibre fracture events (from lower to higher frequencies respectively) [75-78] are contained. These events will shift in frequency and change in range when different resin systems or reinforcements are used. De Groot et al. [76] tested pure resin and unidirectional specimens with the reinforcement aligned at 0°, 10° and 90° of the pulling direction. The different alignments of the reinforcement enabled the possibility of identifying the matrix cracking (pure resin and 90°) from interface failure signals and fibre pull-out (10°) or fibre breakage (0°). Ramirez- Jimenez et al. [77] proposed the use of glass fibres with a polypropylene matrix due to the low AE source potential of the latter material in comparison with glass. Specimens of different orientations were prepared. A relationship between the predominant frequencies of each AE event with micro-mechanical events was reported. The authors discussed the possibility of using the relationship between the first and second frequency harmonics to differentiate combined effects.

Giordano et al. [79] proposed a frequency-based analysis based on fractals. The technique was developed to describe patterns whose irregularities made them unsuitable to be described by conventional Euclidean dimensions. Dog-boned shaped samples made of single filament composites consisting of carbon fibre and three different resin systems were tested in tension. The developed algorithm was able to find shape similarities in the spectra describing different failure modes, and thus able to identify the frequency ranges when fibre failure occurred. Bohse [78] used single and multi-fibre glass fibre-epoxy laminates for classifying the different damage mechanism. The applied classification approach was based on the total
spectral power contained in defined frequency intervals. The experiments performed included different types of initial induced damage (notching) with tensile or double cantilever tests. Ni and Iwamoto [75] used single filament carbon fibre-epoxy composites to classify damage by applying FFT and wavelets for spectral analysis. After a first calibration stage, it was found that while the amplitude decayed dramatically with distance, the spectrum envelope shape remained nearly unchanged. The micro-fracture of the single filament composite was successfully classified by frequency analysis. Since the FFT provides spectral information of the different damage mechanisms but lacks time-domain resolution, the authors proposed the addition of complementary wavelet analysis as means of time-frequency analysis tool. This approach provided a much clearer understanding of each failure mode and their interaction.

Clustering signals is defined as the automated analysis that enables the classification of AE events, grouping them in such a way that the elements of a cluster share more similarities with other member of the same cluster than with any member out of the cluster. This is of particular interest when signals generated by similar damage modes can be grouped and identified automatically. KSOM [80] and k-means [81, 82] are among the most popular techniques for data clustering. These techniques are very powerful tools when appropriately applied to AE data analysis, enabling the automatic classification and identification of signals with similar patterns. Godin et al. [7, 8, 70] was able to cluster the AE activity by training unsupervised classification with clusters obtained by k-means. The data was validated by testing different composite materials adding progressively more complex architecture, from neat resin and single fibre to cross-ply laminates. These enable the creation of a library of well identified damage modes able to validate the automatic classification. Kostopoulos, Loutas and Dassios [83] applied successfully the unsupervised pattern recognition to cluster the signals from different failure modes in SiC/MAS-L composites, during quasi-static tensile
tests. Crivelly et al. [84] applied KSOM to the failure classification of pultruded products. The generated map was trained by the data of one specimen, and classified in clusters using the k-means algorithm. The resultant neural network was successfully used with different material layouts. Using this approach it was also possible to detect the anomalies of notched specimens.

Gutkin et al. [85] analysed the suitability of three different clustering techniques to classify the AE activity of laminates with different configurations under tension, double cantilever, four-point bending, compact tension and compact compression. The combination of self-organising map (SOM) with k-means provided the best results with lower computational requirements. The clustering achieved was consistent with the peak frequency distribution, with fibre breakage and pull-out at the higher frequencies and matrix cracking at the lowest. A map of frequencies was presented for the different tests and laminates, where the different failures were assigned to the correspondent frequency bands.

A different approach which is getting more habitual with the increase of computational power is the wavelet transform analysis. Qi et al. [86, 87] used the Wavelet Transform to decompose the signals in several wavelet levels. Each wavelet level corresponded to certain frequency bands. Therefore, the methodology acted as bandpass filter enabling a more simple analysis of the signals, separated in frequency bands assigned to different defects. This approach allowed the multi-level analysis of the energy as well. This information together with the overall energy can be used to assess the severity of the defects. Marec et al. [88] reported the use of wavelet transform analysis to enhance the conventional temporal descriptor-based clustering method. New timescale descriptors were then generated which differentiated much better the various damage mechanisms, improving the overall damage identification capability.
Finally, the AE can locate the origin of the events [49, 89-91]. This is a very powerful capability apart from damage identification, because alternative NDT techniques can be applied to verify the extent of damage and take appropriate measurements if required when severity cannot be ascertained already. The location of AE damage sources is achieved through the deployment of an array of two or more sensors monitoring the area or volume of interest. The basic location of a defect can be carried out using linear location. Where three or more AE sensors are used, location can be carried out using triangulation based on the different times of flight of the signal and the distances between the AE sensors [49].

Eaton et al. [91] applied an improved methodology. Instead of simply using the time of flight they employed an alternative technique, which has been named Delta T Mapping. This approach led to reductions of the RMS of the error up to 30 mm. Surgeon and Wevers [89] proposed the use of a single sensor to perform linear location. The technique was reliant on precise modal speed in the laminate being monitored. The authors presented several experiments with different laminate configuration to demonstrate this principle. Aljets et al. [90] investigated the use of three very closely place sensors to locate AE sources in large plate-shape specimens. The signal analysis relied in the modal analysis and separation of $S_0$ and $A_0$, together with the time of flight of the signals. Advantages of this technique were the much larger area covered in comparison with the other commonly applied location techniques and lower relative distance from sensor to sensor. In addition, the small distance from sensor to sensor enabled the detection of the same signal without noticeable decay in amplitude and with the same modal separation, contrary to the commonly used technique. A reported disadvantage was the necessity of collecting both symmetric and asymmetric Lamb modes. The first one has normally much lower amplitude and thus, can go undetected by the sensor when the relative distance source-sensor increases. Jinping et al. [92] applied a similar
concept of monitoring one frequency component in one mode through the use of the wavelet transform. The arrival times of the modes were clearly distinguished by locating the peak times, enabling the triangulation of the source location.

2.3 Optical sensors for Acoustic Emission

There are different ways of using optical fibres for AE testing including interferometric methods, Fibre Bragg Gratings (FBG) or intensity-based sensors [18, 93-96]. The main advantages over the piezoelectric sensors are the very low weight and size of the optical sensors [14, 97], immunity to electromagnetic fields [60, 61] and suitability for application in explosive environments due to their inherent intrinsically safe nature. Furthermore, because all wiring is based on optical fibres too, they allow the interrogation of the structure or component from longer distances with an excellent ratio of weight versus length. The sensors can be mounted on the surface of the component or embedded into the material in the case of FRPCs [97, 98].

Interferometric sensors for AE monitoring can be mainly grouped as Mach-Zehnder, Michelson, Fabry-Perot or Sagnac interferometers [14, 40, 42, 97, 99-102]. They are based on the splitting and further recombination of laser sources. A disadvantage of this type of sensors lies in the more expensive and complex setup required for their interrogation. In addition, they exhibit extraordinary sensitivity to changes in temperature or unwanted mechanical perturbations. However, a significant advantage is the fact that they can be easily multiplexed [103].

FBGs [103, 104] are based on the modification of the refraction index across the fibre length to create a periodic perturbation by printing gratings on the optical fibre. The main advantage of these sensors is the low bandwidth required for their interrogation which enables
multiplexing. The relative robustness of their setup is also very important. The modulation of the laser power within optical fibres can be used as a sensing characteristic for monitoring AE activity with optical sensors [14]. These sensors have the advantage of requiring a much simpler and cheaper setup than the previously described interferometric sensors. Their main disadvantage [65] is that any power fluctuations such as those created by mode hopping in semiconductor lasers, create high levels of background noise resulting in lower signal to noise ratio (SNR) contaminating the AE signals. The intensity-based sensors rely on the modulation of the output power as a sensing parameter [14, 96, 105-108].

2.4 Interferometric-based optical sensors

Interferometry is the study of the interaction of waves when they are superimposed [109]. Interferometers are devices which make use of this phenomenon applying it to the measurement or determination of certain parameters. Optical interferometers have been broadly used for monitoring strain, acoustic signals, temperature or angle variation [14, 109-114] among others. They use as a principle the superimposition of a coherent laser source which can be divided and recombined between reference and sensing path. The analysis is based on the evaluation of the phase change. When used to interrogate acoustic phenomena, the interferometers require stabilisation by keeping the interfered signals in quadrature [115]. This enables the cancelling of the quasi-static occurrences which induce a beating or sinusoidal output, such as temperature or external applied strain. Conventional methodologies for interferometric interrogation are homodyne and heterodyne detection [116-118].

Regarding to the deployment of such sensors in AE applications, three types of configuration are reported in the literature: (i) Mach-Zehnder interferometer; (ii) Michelson interferometer; and (iii) Fabry-Perot interferometer.
2.4.1 Mach-Zehnder Interferometer

The Mach-Zehnder interferometer consists of a laser beam split in two by a 3 dB coupler, dividing the power equally between two arms. One arm (sensing arm) is exposed to the perturbations while the second arm (reference arm) is completely isolated. Thus, it is kept unaffected by the perturbation. When recombined via a second 3 dB coupler, the dynamic changes in the effective optical path induced by the disturbances create interference in the output due to mutual phase difference [14, 112-114]. The analysis of the interference provides information about the changes in the optical path, and therefore a quantitative measure of the disturbance. A detail of the required setup is shown in Figure 4.

Bucaro et al. [119] were the first in reporting the use of a Mach-Zehnder ultrasonic microphone to detect waves in water from 40 to 400 kHz. This first development was further progressed to construct optical fibre-based hydrophones extensively used in military warships.

Baillie et al. [120] implemented a homodyne feedback technique to stabilise a Mach-Zehnder interferometer monitoring AE activity in carbon fibre composite strips. The sensing arm of the interferometer was stripped and embedded in the centre of the laminate. Polarisation controls at both extremes of the sensing arm enabled the coherence and identical polarisation state of both recombining beams. The system was successfully tested with simulated signals generated by piezoelectric transducers and Hsu-Nielsen emitters. Simultaneous acquisition of the interferometric sensor and a reference piezoelectric AE sensor were carried out during tensile tests, obtaining similar results. Zheng et al. [42] used a similar setup to monitor simulated AE signatures released by piezo-emitters. The reference arm of the interferometer was clamped on the surface by steel blocks, keeping the buffer to improve the compliance and
reducing the resonant oscillation frequency. Similar results with the reference resonant piezoelectric AE sensors were obtained in the frequency range from 0.2 to 1 MHz. The main source of signal noise was identified to be produced by the amplitude drift on the interrogation HeNe laser.

Pierce et al. [121] demonstrated a stabilised homodyne Match-Zehnder interferometer by comparing the response when the sensing arm was embedded or surface-bonded. Different materials were tested such steel, carbon fibre and glass fibre composite material. The sensor which was excited using a 633 nm wavelength laser, achieved up to 20 times higher sensitivity to the propagating Lamb waves when embedded than when surface mounted.

Her et al. [122] developed an inexpensive system for strain sensing under dynamic loading. A conventional setup was applied, but the phase shift demodulation was performed by the symmetric 3x3 coupler methodology reported by Brown et al. [123]. An accurate dynamic response of the system was obtained when compared with the data collected by a strain gauge at low frequencies. The authors stated that the only limitation in applying this methodology to higher frequencies would be a data acquisition card with faster acquisition rate.

Matsuo et al. [100] developed a phase-compensated Mach-Zehnder sensor able to detect the AE activity generated by the attack of molten salt on pipes manufactured from 304 austenitic stainless steel grade. An equally split laser beam was transmitted by the reference and sensing arm, being the reference arm attached to a piezoelectric actuator. The actuator was driven by the low-pass filter feedback signal from the outputs, modifying the effective length of the reference path to keep the system in quadrature. The sensing length consisted of 10 turns of coated optical fibre, wound around a steel rod of 35 mm diameter and 1000 mm length. The system demonstrated temperature resistance up to 673 K, and was able to estimate the
location of the source of the AE events by monitoring the longitudinal and flexural components of the AE events released by the pipe during the salt molten attack.

![Figure 4 Simplified setup of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer [97].](image)

2.4.2 Michelson Interferometer

The Michelson Interferometer is fairly similar to the Match-Zehnder interferometer. A beam is split in two by a 3 dB coupler, having again a reference arm and a sensing arm. Both arms, which do not have to be of the same length, are reflected back to the same 3dB coupler where the interference happens before being brought to a detector. As before, the signal can be analysed to understand the changes in the optical path of the sensing arm and thus, have a quantitative monitoring of the perturbation. An illustration of the setup is given as Figure 5.

This type of interferometer was very early reported as being able to detect damage in composites when embedded in composite materials [124], where the direct relationship between gauge length and amplitude of the signals was stated. Liu et al. [99] reported very early the suitability of the use of two lengths of single mode fibre of different dimensions to monitor AE events in a composite laminate by the application of the homodyne demodulation
technique. The system was tested in bi-directional Kevlar-epoxy and graphite-epoxy composite specimens. The peak shifting of the applied HeNe laser and changes in the polarisation state of the fibres were found to create phase noise and random fluctuations. The authors minimised these unwanted factors by securing the fibres and avoiding twists, abrupt bends or vibration.

Changsen et al. [125] investigated the possibility of multiplexing several sensors in series. This overcame one of the limitations of the interferometric sensors when compared with spectrum-based sensors such as the FBGs. Two sensing lengths were fusion spliced in series and their signals recombined with a reference component of the sensor consisting of a Michelson low-coherence interferometer, formed by a $2 \times 4$ coupler and three reference arms. The system was able to detect damage in composite rods similarly to conventional methods. But still the temporal resolution and the addition of more sensors or located at a relative shorter distances was found to be problematic.

Zhang et al. [126] reported the utilisation of a Michelson interferometer-based sensor to detect the partial discharges on high-voltage cable system. The sensing arm was winded around a rubber elastomer, using Faraday rotating mirrors to cancel the unwanted effects on the signals created by the fluctuation in the polarisation states of the arms. The results obtained were
found to be similar to those of conventional techniques, obtaining a frequency response up to 150 kHz. Zargari et al. [61] used the same concept to monitor high voltage apparatus such as transformers, by winding the reference arm around the porcelain made insulation material, with typically very poor acoustic transmission properties. It allowed non-invasive monitoring combined with other desirable characteristics such as being chemically inert, non-conductive and immune to electromagnetic interferences. A similar technique based on wrapping the sensing arm of the Michelson interferometer has been successfully demonstrated by Matsuo et al. [127]. The AE signals from a cylindrical pipe protected against corrosion by an adhesive tape were successfully collected when several turns of the sensing arm were winded. Contrarily, the highly attenuative nature of this layer made impossible the detection of the very small out-of-plane displacements by conventional pressure piezoelectric sensors. The authors reported that the oozing of water of unprotected pipes was collected by the same technique. This phenomenon is normally difficult to pick up by conventional piezoelectric AE sensors due to the small velocity of the fluid. The optical sensors were reported to collect signals with amplitudes up to 10 times higher.

Gang T., Hu M. et al. [128] recently reported a sensor based on the Michelson interferometer to detect ultrasounds up to 300 kHz. The sensor consisted of two arms of different length below some centimetres which were coated at the end-faces to increase the reflectivity and etched to decrease the diameter increasing the sensitivity. An inverse relationship of the sensor length with the maximum detectable ultrasound wavelength was reported. This indicated that higher frequencies could be detected by decreasing the sensing region. The sensor was found to be highly directional due to it asymmetric geometry.
2.4.3 Fabry-Perot Interferometer

The optical Fabry-Perot interferometer consists of a simpler setup, where the interferometric pattern is created by a single optical fibre. The optical power is reflected or transmitted when differences in the reflection index are introduced, creating an interference pattern. The Fabry-Perot sensors are extrinsic when an air gap is introduced as described in Figure 6 [113, 114, 129]. The ends of the optical fibres at both sides of the cavity act as mirrors due to the different refraction index.

![Figure 6 Schema of a Fabry-Perot interferometric sensor [97].](image)

The Fabry-Perot is intrinsic when mirrors separated by a continuous segment of single-mode fibre are inserted [113, 114, 129]. The overall effect of the air gap or cavity is to produce an interference pattern which will be correlated to the changes of the cavity’s length, acting as a sensing element. A low finesse Fabry–Perot interferometric sensor normally produces a sinusoidal output produced by low frequency changes in the cavity length such as changes in temperature or quasi-static loading conditions [102, 103, 130, 131]. These drifts in the phase should be compensated to keep the output at the highest sensitivity quadrature points as illustrated in Figure 7.
Alcoz et al. [129] reported on an embedded Fabry-Perot sensor to monitor ultrasonic waves, strain or temperature. The sensor was manufactured without cavity by fusion splice TiO$_2$-coated and uncoated optical fibres. The possibility of sensor multiplexing by digital signal analysis and a pulsed laser was pointed out. However, it was not discussed how to separate different stimulus such as temperature variations or strain when these happen simultaneously with ultrasonic waves.

Dorighi et al. [132] tracked the low frequency intensity variations to be used as a feedback loop to cancel the drift in the phase introduced by the temperature, and thus, to maintain the quadrature point. The sensor consisted of an intrinsic Fabry-Perot sensor with an internal mirror followed by a short length of fibre performing as sensing element and finished by coating the end face. The system was possible to be kept in quadrature, collecting simulated AE and ultrasonic signals in presence of induced low frequency strains.

Read et al. [40] were able to detect damage related AE signals in carbon fibre composite panels in frequencies close to 150 kHz. The sensors consisted of two single mode fibres with
an air gap in the middle, inserted into a metallic capillary. The second fibre was metallically coated to enhance the reflectivity. Several sensors were distributed on the panel both embedded and surface-mounted. The stabilisation of the output was achieved using the two lasers approach. The lasers had fix wavelengths separated by a quarter of the sensor’s free spectral range, being the outputs filtered by matched FBG. The setup ensured modulation of at least one of the outputs. However, the authors located a small number of events with relatively low SNR of the signals. In addition, the sensors presented a directional response, with higher amplitudes with evens parallel to the cavity axis - 0° and 180°.

Dae-Hyun et al. [130] developed a phase-stabilised control system by using a single broadband laser in conjunction with a Fabry-Perot tunable filter. The cavity consisted of two cleaved single mode fibres with the second gold coated to enhance the reflectivity. The interrogation system was able to compensate the quasi-static low frequency cavity length changes by simultaneously shifting the unfiltered frequency through a feedback control actuated by a custom PCB control board. This kept the system at the quadrature point, where the higher SNR was achieved. The system was first demonstrated by monitoring pencil breaks, achieving similar response than a reference commercial piezoelectric sensor. Further tests included the successfully monitoring of the AE activity during a tensile test in a cross-ply composite panel.

Deng et al. [60] reported on an extrinsic Fabry-Perot interferometer able to detect partial discharges in power transformers. The cavity was formed by a single-mode optical fibre inserted in a cylindrical ferrule. The cavity was then sealed by a silica tilted diaphragm which reduced dramatically the second and further reflections enhancing the visibility of the interference fringes. The operation close to the quadrature point was achieved by a very precise bonding process combined with the appropriate design of the diaphragm thickness. By
controlling the cavity length and limiting the maximum deformation of the diaphragm, it was possible to work over the linear range of just half a peak. High frequency signals of 220 kHz belonging to partial discharges were detected. The sensor was of special interest due to low level of electrical conductivity (insulator), immunity to electromagnetic fields and multiplexing capabilities.

Zhao et al. [102] proposed a slightly different approach when stabilising the output. A Fabry-Perot cavity was manufactured by thermally fusing the two single-mode optical fibres to a silica-glass capillary. A double wavelength stabilisation technique named Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexer (DWDM) was successfully applied. The DWDM was able to generate two quadrature phase shifted output signals, which effectively demonstrated the ability to stabilise the response of the sensors. The authors developed a model to calculate the optimum wavelength of both outputs. Signals with frequencies up to 300 kHz were collected by the sensor when excited by a Hsu-Nielsen source used to simulate broadband AE signals.

2.5 Fibre Bragg Gratings

FBGs are all-fibre reflective optical devices, which can selectively discriminate certain wavelengths from the transmitted light spectrum propagating through a waveguide [133, 134]. The working principle is based on the creation of discontinuities in the reflexion index of the core which create successive constructive and destructive interference. The constructive and destructive interference results in the discrimination of certain wavelengths of the transmitted spectrum, which are partially reflected back. An illustration of the FBG operational principle is shown in Figure 8. One advantage of the FBG sensors is the narrow optical bandwidth required for their interrogation when just the reflected peaks are tracked. This enables the possibility of serial assembly and thus, multiplexing of the dedicated optical channel.
The conventional manufacturing of FBG involves the exposure of a germanium-doped silica optical fibre core to ultraviolet (UV) light radiation (with wavelength around 240 nm), leading to a non-reversible change in the refractive index of the radiated region [135].

There are different techniques for the manufacturing of gratings, including their number, geometry and relative distance [136, 137]. FBGs can be classified in various types including conventional, chirped, tilted, phase shifted or long-period among others [134, 138].

The peak wavelength reflected in a conventional FBG depends on the relative distance between gratings, \( \Lambda \), and thus, the applied strain. Any variation in the magnitude of \( \Lambda \), will cause the peak wavelength to shift left or right, depending on whether the distance increases or decreases. Nonetheless, variations in other parameters such as temperature or pressure that influence the reflection index can also alter or influence the reading of the sensor [133]. Therefore, the change in temperature has to be compensated or taken into consideration since it introduces changes in the value of \( \Lambda \), non-related to strain.
In order to quantitatively interrogate FBG sensors, the use of Optical Spectrum Analysers (OSAs) is required. When the nature of the phenomenon being monitored changes at such high frequencies as AE signals in SHM (normally from 50 kHz to 1 MHz) sampling frequencies above 2 MHz (Nyquist frequency) are required to overcome the aliasing or folding back phenomena [52]. This sampling rate is far beyond the capabilities of any commercial OSA, so alternative amplitude-based methodologies have been developed, technically named wavelength-intensity conversions.

Perez et al. [104] demonstrated a system able to interrogate FBG sensors directly through the use of two matched FBGs and a 1300 nm narrowband laser source with spectral width 30 nm. The first FBG was attached onto the testing plate. The reflected signal was split in two through the use of a 3 dB coupler. While one of the split outputs was fed directly to one port of the balanced photo-detector (PD), the second output was filtered by the other matched FBG before arriving to the other port of the PD. A wideband piezoelectric transducer was applied to sweep frequencies from 235 kHz to 2.15 MHz. The sensor was able to detect dynamic micro-strain (με) of the order of $10^{-2}$ and frequencies up to 1 MHz. However, some directionality was noticed since the sensor response appeared to be more sensitive during transversal excitation. A similar approach was adopted by Tsuda et al. [139] to detect the damage induced on a CFRP caused by an impact of 7.35 J. The system tracked the changes caused by the arriving Lamb waves generated by piezoelectric transducers.

Betz et al. [140, 141] successfully detected ultrasonic Lamb waves by employing a more simple interrogation methodology. The principle of the technique is based on the geometrical shape of the reflected spectrum of FBG gratings as shown in Figure 9. Figure 9 presents a quasi-linear region at both sides of the main peak from the 20% to 80% of the grating’s maximum reflectivity.
Using a narrow-bandwidth laser diode tuned in the centre of one of these linear regions, the strain applied from the Lamb waves in the FBG can be translated directly into optical reflected power. Furthermore, the linear relation between strain and reflectivity was obtained enabling the possibility of converting the reading of a single PD into strain directly. Rosettes of FBGs were used to successfully locate two holes with 12 mm in diameter using this interrogation methodology together with genetic algorithms for damage location [142]. Once more it was found that there is directionality in the sensor’s response. The lower steepness of linear region’s slope combined with the quantitatively low energy reflected produced signal with low amplitudes, was related to the sensitivity of the system. To overcome this problem, phase-shifted FBG (PS-FBG) sensors have been reported of being able to detect signals, whilst achieving higher sensitivity than conventional FBGs [143, 144].
The major advantage of the PS-FBG sensors is related to the transmitted spectrum, where narrower peaks without the presence of side lobes can be obtained, as shown in Figure 10.

![Figure 10 Typical spectra obtained by sweeping a TLS on a PS-FBG [143], where the left linear region has been marked in red. The transmittance spectrum shows a very narrow peak at around 1550.4 nm. The figure in the top right is a magnification where the absence of side lobes can be clearly appreciated.](image)

This phenomenon was demonstrated by Wu and Okabe [143] through the use of a tunable laser source (TLS) and a balanced PD to compare the transmittance and reflectivity of a PS-FBG. While the balanced PD removed the DC-component and the common-mode noise doubling the AC component, the steepness of the Bragg-shift enabled signals to be amplified by a factor of about 180 when compared with a conventional FBG. The same authors reported a similar system based on a broadband light source which allowed multiplexing [144]. The broadband light source was “narrowed” by the use of an apodized FBT and a circulator. The interrogation technique consisted of two nearly identical PS-FBGs, one acting as filter and the second one exposed to the acoustic source. This configuration enabled the use of a simple PD in order to detect the AE signals. The setup based on a balanced PD was tested during tensile tests of different configurations of FRCP [145]. The results generated where comparable to
those produced by conventional piezoelectric sensing elements such as PZT. Up to six different types of signals were recorded, with each of them related to different observed types of damage, such as transverse crack in 45°, matrix crack in 90°, transverse crack in 90°, delamination or final fracture.

The FBG sensors have been demonstrated to be applicable for SHM in composite materials, using different techniques than AE. Okabe et al. [146] presented a system able to detect cracks in FRPC produced by quasi-static tensile load. The sensors were embedded in the boundary between the longitudinal and transversal layers in an eight-ply laminate (2 longitudinal - 4 transversal -2 longitudinal). The changes on the spectrum were recorded using an OSA. The sensor showed sensitivity to the induced transverse cracks, and thus, to the non-uniform strain distribution. However, the system was only able to detect the transverse cracks just around the sensor, and hence, was valid just to monitor points were cracks are expected. The same methodology was reported based on the use of a small diameter FBG (SD-FBG) [147, 148]. The main advantage was the reduction of the sensor’s diameter from 125 to 40 μm. The smaller diameter decreased the risk of reinforcement distortion, and hence reduced the potential deterioration of the mechanical properties when the sensor is embedded into the composite material. The embedded SD-FBGs were found to be able to detect delamination in a FRCP when the wavelength of the propagating modes was at least seven times longer than the sensor. A new wave mode was detected when delamination occurred, with amplitude linked to the severity of the defect. Okabe et al. [149] demonstrated the application of the SD-FBG for monitoring the de-bonding mechanism in FRPC bonded structures. The received signals were investigated via wavelet transform analysis. It was possible to track the evolution of the de-bonding process as well as to define a damage index.
Finally, the development of a commercial and fully integrated FBG system was presented by Mendoza et al. [150]. The system, with dimensions of 2x2x4 inches, used the two-wave mixing interferometry technique [151] and interrogated up to 4 sensors. The system was demonstrated to be able to monitor signals with frequencies up to 500 kHz.

The FBG sensors have been extensively reported as suitable for embedment in FRPC materials [148, 152-158]. Ling et al. [155] used embedded FBG for monitoring the natural frequencies of a clamped laminate. Guemes and Menendez [152] examined the possibility of using the embedded sensor not just for strain monitoring but to provide information about the residual stresses building up during the composite curing cycle. It was experimentally found and theoretically demonstrated that transverse load on the sensor causes the reflected spectrum to be split in two peaks. The bandwidth between these peaks could be used to analyse the traverse strain. This methodology was applied to monitor the build-up of stress during the curing cycle of a composite material, and then released when a hole was drilled in the vicinity of the embedded sensors. Botsis et al. [153] reported on the same topic, by investigating the feasibility of embedded FBGs as a means of understanding residual and internal strain distribution when external loads are applied or during crack propagation. While the results were promising, the localised nature of the sensor and unwanted effect of the undetectable non-uniform strain were raised as potential issues. Fan and Kahirizi [154] investigated the effects of the embedding on the sensors performance due to radial stress. An orthogonal array of FBGs was embedded in a graphite/epoxy laminate. Further testing demonstrated the survivability of such a sensor when embedded. Positive or negative strain was monitored when the Poisson modulus of the fibre was lower or higher respectively than the one of the laminate. Takeda et al. [148] researched on the applicability of novel small diameter FBG sensors. The application of a custom-built signal interrogation system enabled
the sensor to detect a broad spectrum of acoustic waves. The sensing of Lamb waves made possible the damage monitoring of the host laminates due to delamination and de-bonding. However, the sensor presented a strong directionality, being the amplitude of collected signal function of the wave propagation direction. Lam et al. [157] proposed a similar methodology to monitor delamination in composite materials, by applying embedded FBGs for the detection of Lamb waves. Frieden et al. [158] applied embedded FBGs for high speed strain monitoring up to 100 kHz with a background noise of 2 με, using a custom-built interrogation unit. The system was limited by the maximum acquisition rate of the Digital Acquisition System (DAS) and photodiodes. De Oliveira et al. [156] proposed a hybrid solution consisting of embedded FBG and a low-finesse Fabry-Perot interferometer to sense strain and AE. Damage monitoring was performed using the FBG for measuring dynamic strain. The interferometer was responsible for the evaluation of the transient effects in AE due to the higher sensitivity of this instrument. The collected data required analysis, so unsupervised classification methods such as neural networks could be applied.

2.6 **Intensity-based optical sensors: the 2x2 optical coupler as Acoustic Emission sensor (FOAES)**

This section is dedicated on the discussion of the use of a 2x2 power splitter as AE sensor. The manufacturing methods with special emphasis on the fibre bi-conical tapered (FBT) will be explained. A theoretical analysis of the 2x2 optical waveguide and 2x2 fused couplers is going to be discussed. The power transmission mechanism of the 2x2 coupler will be assessed, detailing the parameters used for its characterisation. Finally, the use of the 2x2 coupler as FOAES will be presented in detail.
2.6.1 Optical couplers manufacturing

Optical fibre fused couplers are passive devices which are extensively used for power splitting, multiplexing or filtering of optical systems [135, 159-161]. The working principle is based on the propagation of the guide modal field in the fibre far beyond the core-cladding interface [135, 162]. Through the progressive lateral and parallel approach of two or more optical fibres there will be a separation small enough for the fibre cores to overlap their modal fields. The modal field overlap enables mutual interaction and power transmission, which can be used for the manufacturing all-fibre passive components. Figure 11 shows an example of a 2x2 fused directional coupler, where the claddings of two optical fibres have been partially fused along a distance “L”.

![Figure 11 Schema of a 2x2 fused coupler [163].](image)

The present study has focused on the use of a 2x2 fused coupler as a directional power splitter. The main manufacturing methods of this component are discussed next with more emphasis on the fibre bi-conical tapered (FBT) technique. In addition, a theoretical analysis of the 2x2 optical waveguide and 2x2 fused couplers is presented. For the latter, the power
transmission mechanism and some models for predicting the behaviour of the component are explained. Finally, descriptions of the parameters used for the fibre couplers characterisation are presented.

The manufacturing of an optical 2x2 coupler involves the progressive reduction of the core-to-core distance, enabling eventually the propagation of the modal fields far beyond the core-cladding boundary. The coupling between these modes traveling through the cladding into the core of the second optical fibre when the distance is small enough creates a coupling effect and allows power to be transferred. By determining the distance between both cores it is possible to evaluate how much power is being transmitted from one fibre to the other. In order to achieve reduction in the core-to-core distance different methodologies have been developed including (i) fibre etching [164, 165]; (ii) fibre polishing [166, 167] and (iii) fibre fusion [168-170].

In the fibre etching technique, two stripped fibres are positioned together and strained while immersed in Hydrofluoric acid solution [164, 165]. A laser is used to emit light in one of the fibres, with both outputs being monitored by using suitable PD sensors. The acid dissolves progressively the cladding decreasing the distance from core to core until eventually power coupling has occurred. The continuous monitoring of the output power of both fibres permits the completion of this process as soon as the desirable coupling ratio has been achieved.

The fibre polishing method is based on the polishing of the cladding of stripped optical fibres, in such a way that allows a flat surface to be obtained as shown in Figure 12 [171, 172]. The polishing process is controlled by emitting light using a suitable laser from one end of the optical fibre and monitoring the fluctuations of the output power at the other end with a PD. The coupling is achieved by bonding or fusing together the flat faces of the two polished
fibres. The power coupling ratio can be adjusted by introducing an offset between the symmetry axes of both optical fibres, as shown in Figure 12.

![Figure 12 Detail of the manufacturing and assembly of a polished 2x2 fibre coupler; (i) shows a polished optical fibre ready for being assembled; and Figure 12 (ii) details how the offset introduced during the assembly can modified the power coupling ratio.](image)

Finally, the fibre fusion or FBT process involves the fusion of stripped and subsequently twisted together optical fibres using gradual straining under appropriate high temperature conditions. The FBT process is by far the most common process for manufacturing couplers. The required temperature conditions are normally achieved using a localised hydrogen flame. The temperature profile of the flame can be adjusted either through (i) the change of the torch-fibre relative height and/or the geometry of the torch; (ii) the modification of the hydrogen flow rate; or (iii) the relative and continuous lateral or brushing movement of the torch along the tapering length of the fibres being fused. The strain is achieved by securing the fibres in two holding positions which are precisely and simultaneously moved in opposite directions using stepper motors. The progressive strain of the fibres is partly converted in lateral force through the introduction of two single twists, each one located at one extreme of the stripped lengths of the fibres. The lateral force enables the fusion of both fibres when required temperature is attained.
The hydrogen torch has two or three degrees of freedom: X-axis or forward-backward movement, Y-axis or brush movement and Z-axis or torch height. The X-axis allows the positioning of the torch above the fibres at the beginning of the process, Z-axis movement enables the adjustment of the distance between the fibres and torch and Y-axis corresponding to the brushing movement allows the manufacturing of a more precise tapered region through better and more uniform distribution of the temperature along the tapered length [173]. While the Z-axis and X-axis movements are common in all the FBT process, the Y-axis or brushing is not available in every machine. The entire FBT process is controlled in real time, emitting light with a suitable laser in one of the optical fibres and monitoring the variations in both outputs using PDs. This permits the stopping of the process when the desired coupling ratio has been achieved.

The FBT process allows the manufacturing of 2x2 optical power couplers with low losses and different power-splitting ratios [174-176]. The quality of the end-product depends on the control and stability of certain key manufacturing parameters, including: (i) quality and cleanliness of the stripped area of the fibres; (ii) knot-to-knot distance and its symmetry with reference to the torch position; (iii) the temperature applied on the tapering length; (iv) pulling speed, or in other words straining rate; (v) pre-heating, pre-tension and post-draw of the tapered length; and (iv) encapsulation/packaging process.

The heat/temperature and the pulling speed in combination with the brushing movement (if it is possible) determine the obtained tapered profile, and subsequently the performance of the coupler. An unbalanced combination of heat/temperature and pulling speed may cause the fibres to slip from the holding positions or to be broken (i.e. the heat generated is not enough for the requested straining rate), or to flow vertically by the effect of gravity (i.e. the heat
generated is much more than the required for the straining rate, so the optical fibres are being melted rather than strained and fused together).

If the temperature profile remains constant, the length of the fibres being melted will be constant too. Hence, the process can be simplified as fixed length of infinitesimal sections of fibre. As the fibres are strained some material will be constantly removed from the fusion area. Since there is a conservation of the mass this is translated in the progressive reduction of the diameters of fibres remaining inside the fusion area. This results in symmetrical geometry with a progressive exponential decay of the diameter and the minimum dimension being at the centre \([177, 178]\). This can be generally expressed mathematically using Equation (1) [159].

\[
 r(z) = r_0 \cdot e^{\frac{z}{L_0}} \tag{1}
\]

2.6.2 2x2 directional coupler: coupling theory mechanism

The directional coupler is one of the most important components in an optical fibre system. Directional couplers effectively work as a power beam splitter. The theory explaining the coupling mechanisms in optical waveguides was firstly developed by Marcuse [179, 180] and Snyder [181] among others working in this field at the beginning of the 1970s. Their theory was refined further after the introduction of the non-orthogonal coupled theory [182].

In the particular case of the 2x2 directional coupler, the coupled system can be analysed as a structure formed by a single waveguide with two cores [135]. This composite structure supports only two modes with different propagation constants [135, 164, 183, 184]: the fundamental symmetric or even mode, and the anti-symmetric or odd mode. When the light
source is coupled in one of the waveguide a combination of these symmetric and anti-symmetric modes - also known as supermodes- is excited as it is seen in Figure 13.

![Diagram of symmetric and antisymmetric modes](image)

Figure 13 Detail of the symmetric and anti-symmetric modes excited in a single-mode 2x2 optical coupler, being $\beta_s$ and $\beta_a$ their respective propagation constant [135].

The difference in the propagation constant will create a phase difference as both modes propagate along the coupled length. This will result in a periodic power transmission or beating between both fibres. When the phase difference is $\pi+2\pi k$ ($k=0, 1, \ldots$) the superposition of both super-modes will create the cancellation of the signal in the input fibre with all the power transmitted to the parallel fibre. At that point the system is defined as “coupled” and is directly related to the distance needed for the full power transfer occurring at the coupling length “$L_c$”. Subsequently, when the phase difference is $2\pi n$ (with $n=0, 1, \ldots$) and thus the modes have propagated over a distance of $2nL_c$ (with $n=0, 1, \ldots$), all power will be coupled back into the input fibre and cancelled in the parallel. Additionally, any phase difference between the both described extreme scenarios will split the power between both outputs at different ratios.

In the general case of a composite waveguide composed of two non-identical fibres, the power transfer can be described by the following Equations (2) to (5) [135, 162]:
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\[
\frac{P_1(z)}{P_1(0)} = 1 - \frac{k^2}{\gamma^2} \sin^2 \gamma z \tag{2}
\]

\[
\frac{P_2(z)}{P_1(0)} = \frac{k^2}{\gamma^2} \sin^2 \gamma z \tag{3}
\]

\[
\gamma^2 = k^2 + \frac{1}{4} (\Delta \beta)^2 \tag{4}
\]

\[
\Delta \beta = \beta_1 - \beta_2 \tag{5}
\]

where \( z \) is the coupling length, \( P_1(0) \) is the input power inserted into the optical fibre 1 at \( z = 0 \), \( P_1(z) \) and \( P_2(z) \) is the output power in optical fibre 1 and 2 respectively at \( z \) coupling length, \( k \) is the coupling coefficient (measure the effective interaction between both optical fibre in terms of power transmission or in other words, the strength of the coupling), and \( \beta_1 \) and \( \beta_2 \) are the propagation constant of both fibres.

In the particular case of identical fibres (\( \beta_1 = \beta_2 = \beta \)) and assuming no power losses in the coupler, the power coupled in each fibre can be described by Equations (6) and (7). In addition, the relationship between the propagation constant of both symmetric and anti-symmetric modes, the coupling coefficient and the propagation constant of the fibres are shown in Equations (9) and (10) [135, 162].

\[
P_1(0) = P_1(z) + P_2(z) \tag{6}
\]

\[
P_1(z) = P_1(0) \cdot \cos^2 kz \tag{7}
\]
\[ P_2(z) = P_1(0) \cdot \sin^2 kz \] 

\[ k = \left[ \frac{\beta_s - \beta_a}{2} \right] \] 

\[ \beta_{s,a} = \beta \pm k \]

The selection of the parameters “\( k \)” and “\( z \)” permits any coupling ratio to be achieved, as shown in Figure 14. The fused length “\( z \)” depends on the manufacturing process and can be controlled. The parameter \( k \) is a function of the fibre, geometry of the volume where the coupling takes place, the applied laser’s wavelength and the distance between the cores as it will be explained.

Figure 14 Ideal normalised power fluctuation along the coupler length \( z \), for a coupler manufactured by two identical fibres, where \( P_1(z) \) and \( P_2(z) \) represent the power coupled in each optical fibre which form the composite waveguide [135].
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2.6.3 FBT 2x2 coupler

There is a consensus classifying fused couplers into two main categories: the weakly fused and the strongly fused. This classification is based on the level of fusion between the fibres where the power transfer occurs [173, 185, 186]. Thus, according to this criterion, weak fused couplers will comprise of two parallel touching cylinders whilst strong fused couplers will comprise of a nearly rectangular waveguide containing both cores and a single cladding. The theory of power coupling through evanescent fields, although valid for modelling couplers manufactured using the polishing or etching methodologies (they can be considered weakly fused), breaks down when the coupler is manufactured using the FBT process [173, 183, 185, 186]. Since the fibre optic AE sensor requires a reduction in the cross-section of the tapered region to maximise its sensitivity [93], only the basic theory for the strongly fused couplers will be introduced.

The manufacturing of strong fused single-mode couplers creates progressively a notable reduction in the cross-section in the tapered region. This cross-section reduction introduces changes in the angle of incidence in the boundary between the core and cladding as well as a progressive reduction of the core diameter. There is a point, also known as the transition point, at which the transmitted mode leaks from the core and starts being guided by the waveguide cladding-air. After this transition point, the new waveguide will consist of a core comprising of the full tapered section (which will have effectively a higher area than the untapered core) with air acting as cladding. This will increase dimensionless parameter know as V-number, which is of special interest when characterising step-index optical fibres as it can be interpreted as a normalised optical frequency. The increase of this will make the tapered region of the optical fibre to behave as a multi-mode, as shown in Figure 15. The calculation of the V-number is given by (13).
Once the transition point has been passed, the section will continue decreasing until the waist or central point of the tapered length is achieved, i.e. where there is an inflexion point in the curvature. After the taper waist the section will start a progressive increase until the geometrical conditions are suitable for having another transition point. In this last transition point is where the power is coupled back into the cores of the fibres, and just the lower order mode is transmitted (and hence, they behave again as single-mode). Ideally and as explained before, the tapered length should be symmetrical with respect to the waist or central point.

The coupling mechanisms taking place in the tapered length can be explained by the beating and overlapping of the different cladding modes [188]. If the tapering angle is small enough and thus it can be ensured that there are no power losses in the fundamental mode along the tapered length, then the tapering process is considered to be adiabatic.

Payne, Hussey and Yataki [183] simplified the fused tapered region to a rectangle of length “2a” and height “a” composed by the cladding of the fibres and thus, neglecting the existence of the cores. This simplification, although it introduced a small error by neglecting the
existence of the cores, created a very straightforward model which enabled the prediction of the power coupled ratio \(P\), coupling coefficient \(c\) and critical angle \(\alpha_c\) when the LP\(_{01}\) mode is detached from the core, as shown in Equations (11) to (14),

\[
P = P_0 \cdot \sin^2(cL)
\]  
\[c = \frac{3\pi\lambda}{32 \cdot n_2 \cdot a^2} \cdot \frac{1}{(1 + 1/V)^2}
\]  
\[V = \frac{2\pi}{\lambda} \cdot a \cdot NA = \frac{2\pi}{\lambda} \cdot a \cdot \sqrt{n_{core}^2 - n_{cladding}^2}
\]

\[
\alpha_c = \frac{\beta^2 - n_2^2 \cdot k^2}{2n_2(n_1^2 - n_2^2)^{1/2} \cdot c \cdot k^2}
\]

where \(\lambda\) is the wavelength in \(\mu\text{m}\), \(L\) is the tapering length in m, \(a\) is the radius of the core in m, \(\beta\) is the propagation constant in \(\text{m}^{-1}\), \(k\) is the wave vector in \(\text{m}^{-1}\), \(V\) is the V-number (dimensionless), and \(n_1\) and \(n_2\) are the reflection indexes of the core and cladding respectively (dimensionless). However, the influence of the polarisation is not included in this model, and therefore it cannot explain the modulation of the output power introduced by the differences in the beating period for different polarisation states. In addition and with higher importance when the coupler is less strongly fused, neglecting the effect of the cores in the coupling process can introduce important errors. This was investigated by the application of the simple effective-index method [189] simulating the tapered region and cores to rectangular waveguides.
Lacroix, Gonthier and Bures [190] developed a model based in the beating of the super-modes applying a numerical method known as field correction method. The methodology allowed the introduction of corrections to the polarisation modal propagation constants and a realistic geometrical description of the tapering length. While the theoretical results had a very good agreement with the experimental in strongly fused couplers, there were discrepancies matching the results with slightly fused couplers according to the elongation of the tapering length increase.

Chauduri, Pal and Shenoy [177, 178] introduced the effect of the cores, polarisation and geometrical parameters as shape or degree of fusion, and proposed a model using a modification of the perturbation method [191] for rectangular waveguides. They reported a high degree of agreement between the theoretical and experimental data.

2.6.4 Characterisation of the FBT 2x2 coupler

The optical characterisation of the 2x2 coupler is based in the efficiency of the power conversion and power splitting ratio between the different ports. The most common parameters given by the manufactures are the exceed loss, the splitting ratio, the directivity and the insertion losses [192]. For the definition of all these parameters, the nomenclature of the ports shown in Figure 16 will be applied.

![Figure 16 Draw and port definition of a 2x2 coupler [192].](image)
**Exceed loss**

This parameter measures the ratio of output power to input power. It is normally expressed in dB, for a 2x2 single mode coupler it is calculated as detailed in Equation (15). A typical specification value of this parameter for a 2x2 coupler and 633 nm of wavelength is from -0.6 to -0.7 dB [192].

\[
Exceed\ Loss\ (dB) = -10 \cdot \log \left( \frac{P_3(mW) + P_4(mW)}{P_1(mW)} \right)
\]  

**Equation (15)**

**Splitting ratio**

The splitting ratio characterises how the coupler distribute the power in its output ports. It is normally given in percentage, although it can be calculated in decibels. For a 2x2 coupler it is calculated as detailed in Equation (16) [135].

\[
S.R.\ (\%) = \left( \frac{P_i(mW)}{P_3(mW) + P_4(mW)} \right) , \text{with } i = 2 \text{ or } 3
\]  

**Equation (16)**

**Directivity**

This parameter expresses the fraction of power which is coupled back to an input port instead of being transmitted through the outputs. It is normally expressed in dB and measured by applying the following Equation 17 [135, 192].

\[
Directivity\ (dB) = 10 \cdot \log \left( \frac{P_1(mW)}{P_2(mW)} \right)
\]  

**Equation (17)**
**Insertion losses**

This parameter represents in decibels (dB) the power transfer from the input port to any of the output ports. For a 2x2 coupler, two values are calculated as detailed in Equation (18) and (19) [135, 192].

\[
I.L._{1\rightarrow3} (dB) = 10 \cdot \log \left( \frac{P_1 (mW)}{P_3 (mW)} \right)
\]

\[
I.L._{1\rightarrow4} (dB) = 10 \cdot \log \left( \frac{P_1 (mW)}{P_4 (mW)} \right)
\]

2.6.5 Use of the FOAES as Acoustic Emission sensor

The acoustic sensitivity of the 2x2 couplers was discussed during the very early development of the optical technology.

Sheen and Cole [193] constructed a coupler via two etched and mutually twisted fibres which presented fluctuations in the output power were exposed to acoustic fields. Doyle et al. [194] investigated the viability of using both embedding and surface mounted optical couplers as AE transducer. A sixteen layers ±45 degrees glass fibre-epoxy laminate was used as propagation media in conjunction with a piezoelectric pulser to simulate AE signatures. The surface mounted couplers were fixed in a V-groove in a glass rod of 4 mm of diameter and length 50 mm. The embedded sensor was secured into a borosilicate glass capillary of length 50 mm, with internal diameter and wall thickness of 1,000 and 250 µm respectively. The ends of the capillary were sealed with epoxy resin. Experiments were conducted by comparing the response of these sensors with a piezoelectric PZT AE sensor, using two lasers operating at 633 nm and 670 nm. The levels of SNR were assessed together with directionality (response...
at angles 0°, 45° and 90°) and attenuation of the signal amplitude with increasing distance from the AE source. It was found that the couplers presented lower SNR and different harmonic structure when compared with the conventional piezoelectric sensor. In addition, they showed longer duration (time required for an acoustic signal to reduce the amplitude below the threshold) than the piezoelectric sensors but similar attenuation ratio when the AE source was moved further from the acquisition area. Finally, some directionality was identified. This directionality was attributed to the anisotropy of the microstructure of the composite material used in the experiments.

The response of the FBT coupler against elastic waves was reported by R Chen et al. [93] to follow the mathematical shown as Equation (20), which identifies the factors in the modulation of the coupling ratio as; (i) the input power “\(P_0\)”; (ii) the coupling ratio of the coupler or how the input power is divided in the outputs, introduced by the factor “\(C\)” ; (iii) the amplitude of the strain introduced by the factor “\(\varepsilon_0\)”, so external factors such as the coupling efficiency of the sensor with the media should be considered; (iv) the length of the waist of the sensor introduced by the factor “\(l\)”, where the coupling between both fibres occurs; and (v) the nature of the acoustic wave such as frequency and wavelength introduced by the terms “\(f\)” and “\(\Lambda\)”.

\[
\Delta P(l, t) = 2 \cdot P_0 \cdot \bar{C} \cdot \varepsilon_0 \cdot l \cdot \left[ \sin \left( \frac{\pi l}{\Lambda} \right) \right] \cdot \cos \left( \frac{\pi l}{\Lambda} - 2\pi f t \right)
\]  

(20)

The waist of the sensor, when its diameter is reduced substantially in the tapering process, performs as a strain concentrator and thus the response of a FBT coupler would be magnified. This can be potentially exploited with the property of the FBT coupling process [195, 196] of
having near periodical variability in the coupling ratio with the coupling length as it can be seen in Figure 17. This means that the same coupling ratio can be achieved for longer coupling lengths, and consequently with smaller cross-section in the waist of the tapered coupler.

![Figure 17 Periodical change of output power with the coupling length z, where $P_0$ and $P_1/P_2$ are respectively the input and output power (image taken from [195])](image)

Chen et al. [48] employed two linearly multiplexed FOAES to perform linear location on an aluminium plate. The FOAES were packaged on a silica V-groove of length 20 mm and squared cross-section of 2mm. The sensors were secured by bonding them using UV-Epoxy cured adhesive in one side, and silicone rubber adhesive in the other in such a way that the waist of the sensor was suspended in the air. A pig-tailed laser diode of 635 nm wavelength and power of 5mW was used to interrogate both sensors. The AE source was located within ± 5 mm during the performed experiments.
2.7 Summary of Literature Review

The use of FRPC materials in advance application has been increasing over the recent years due to their unique weight to mechanical properties ratio, particularly in transportation and renewable energy related applications. Due to the difficulties in assessing damage in such complex and mechanically anisotropic structures SHM is of paramount important. Thus, the development of suitable NDT techniques which are capable of minimising uncertainty about the structural integrity of these materials has been under constant investigation. Among the NDT techniques considered, AE has been pointed out as one of the most interesting techniques due to: (i) its ability to be used online, hence reducing the down-time and unavailability of assets by increasing the operational periods between maintenance intervals required, (ii) the ability to detect, locate and characterise the severity and type of evolving defects; (iii) its fast deployment potential and ability to cover broad areas.

AE has been traditionally performed using piezoelectric transducers. These transducers are very well characterised and can be designed to be wideband or resonant at particular frequency bands. Piezoelectric sensors have several disadvantages: (i) their relatively bulky size make them poorly suitable for applications in confined spaces or for being embedded in composite materials; (ii) strong electromagnetic fields will introduce high levels of electric noise in the interrogation system, reducing dramatically the SNR; (iii) they are not inherently intrinsically safe for applications in explosive atmospheres unless special designs are employed; (iv) require several amplification steps, and therefore, the full system including cables and amplifiers can be heavy and bulky. FOS have been thoroughly investigated as alternatives to overcome the described problems. They are very small and light when compared with piezoelectric transducers, intrinsically safe as they use transmitted light for interrogating the structural condition, and can be monitored from far longer distances due to
the very low attenuation of the light signals within the optical fibres. In addition, their small diameter of around 250 μm enables their embedment into composite materials.

There are three main categories of FOS performing AE: FBG, interferometers and non-interferometric intensity based sensors. While the first two categories have been extensively reported in the literature, the non-interferometric intensity based sensors have been less developed. In particular, the AE sensor based in the optical coupler has been briefly reported by several groups over the last 15 years, but its manufacturing process and influence of the manufacturing parameters in the sensor’s response is still not very well understood. Therefore, the present research study has attempted to increase the knowledge with regards to the manufacturing, packaging, embedding and response of such sensors.
CHAPTER 3
Materials and Methods
3 Materials and Methods

3.1 Introduction

This chapter describes all the materials, tools, software and hardware, and methodologies developed during this research. It is structured in four different parts including: (i) optical fibres and auxiliary equipment; (ii) FOAES manufacturing and packaging; (iii) FOAES characterisation; and (iv) direct comparison between FOAES and conventional AE sensors.

3.2 Optical Fibres and auxiliary equipment

Two different types of optical fibres, SM600 and 630HP (Thorlabs, USA), were used for manufacturing and interrogating the FOAES. The criteria for employing these specific two types of optical fibres were as follows: (i) broadly available off-the-shelf optical fibres; (ii) SM600 has been previously used for manufacturing FOAES [97], and has been the optical fibre type used in the majority of optical fibre patches and connections; (iii) they have a step-index reflexion index profile; (iv) they have a single mode with operating frequency containing the desired wavelength of 633 nm; and (v) they employ an acrylate coating for optimised stripping process. The main characteristics of the two optical fibre types considered in the project are summarised in Table 1.

Table 1 Characteristics of the SM600 and 630HP optical fibres

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Core Diameter</th>
<th>Cladding Diameter</th>
<th>Operating Wavelength</th>
<th>Numerical aperture</th>
<th>Core/Cladding concentricity</th>
<th>Attenuation (dB/Km)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SM600</td>
<td>4.3 - 4.6 μm</td>
<td>125 ± 1.0 μm</td>
<td>633-780 nm</td>
<td>0.10 - 0.14</td>
<td>&lt;1.0 μm</td>
<td>≤15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>630HP</td>
<td>3.5 μm</td>
<td>125 ± 1.5 μm</td>
<td>600-770 nm</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>&lt;3.5 μm</td>
<td>≤12 (at 630nm)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Optical fibres stripping and cleaving

As described in Table 1, both optical fibre types consist of two internal concentric cylinders of glass known as the core and cladding, and an outermost external layer of thermoplastic acrylate coating. The function of acrylate layer is mainly to add mechanical strength and to protect the cladding and core from damage. This coating has to be completely removed from the area where the FOAES is manufactured or the fibres are joined together. The process of removing the acrylate coating is known as fibre stripping. If there are residues of the coating left over after the stripping process, they will burn creating ashes. These ashes will remain as inclusions which will cause perturbations in the transmitted signal and increase losses. In this project the stripping process was performed by using a Miller FO 103-D-250 optical stripper (Rypley, USA). The remaining acrylate was removed through the use of wet and dry lint-free tissue.

Prior to the fusing or joining together process of two optical fibres after stripping has been completed, both ends have to be stripped and then cut perpendicularly to the fibre axis. This operation is called cleaving and enables the fusing process to be carried out. A high performance cleaver CT-30 procured from Fujikura Ltd., Japan was selected for this purpose. The cleaver used was able to cut the ends of the optical fibres at 90° with a typical tolerance of ±0.5°. A schematic of the stripped and cleaved fibre is shown in Figure 18.
Fusing splicer

A commercial fusion splicer FSM-45F procured from Fujikura Ltd., Japan, was selected for joining the optical fibres. The equipment was able to join two optical fibres previously stripped and cleaved with optical losses in the splice which were typically lower than 0.02 dB.

The equipment was fitted with two translation stages, two cameras for enabling the perfect core-to-core alignment and two electrical electrodes. Once the fibres were clamped, the joining process and a posterior quality assessment were carried out automatically. If the joining process was completed successfully, due to the brittleness of the fused section and lack of the acrylate protective coating, the joined stripped length had to be protected. The protection was achieved by employing a splice protector also procured from Fujikura Ltd., Japan. The splice protector consisted of a sleeve of heat shrinkable material filled with a hot melt fusion tube and reinforced with a longitudinal stainless steel rod. Once the section to be protected is inserted, it is introduced in the built-in heating chamber. The fusion splicer employed was programmed with an appropriate operational temperature in order to allow the
hot melt material to fuse and contract the heat shrinkable tubes, securing everything in a package reinforced by the metallic rod.

Joining fibres was one of the most common processes during the FOAES manufacturing. It enabled the connection of the optical inputs and outputs of the sensor to fibre patches equipped with appropriate connectors, as will be discussed next.

Optical connectors and sensor manufacturing laser

The optical fibres have to be mounted on connectors to enable the optical power to be coupled into the optical fibres from a laser, and to couple the optical power from the optical fibres to optical detectors. Due to the fact that the majority of the existing equipment used in the project was equipped with FC/PC, fibre patches P1-630A-FC-2 procured from Thorlabs, UK were sourced. This fibre patches consisted on lengths of SM600 optical fibre, which is one of the optical fibres used in the project, terminating in an FC-PC connector, and protected by a plastic yellow tube reinforced by an internal Kevlar tow. The photograph of an FP/PC connector is shown in Figure 19.

![Figure 19 FC/PC connectors. Figure 19 (i) shows the termination FC/PC of the fibre patches, while Figure 19 (ii) shows the typical female FC/PC connection present in the optical equipment.](image-url)
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The connectors had to be cleaned periodically to remove any potential debris or dust accumulating. A Cletop S Cassette Cleaner (Cletop.com, USA) and a One-Click Cleaner SC (Fujikura, Japan) were chosen for cleaning the male and female connectors respectively.

Regarding to the laser used during the manufacturing of the sensors, a Fabry-Perot pig-tailed benchtop laser source model S1FC635 procured from Thorlabs was used. The main features of this laser are summarised in Table 2. The typical output spectrum is shown in Figure 20.

Table 2 Technical characteristics of the laser S1FC635

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wavelength Minimum</td>
<td>625 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wavelength Typical</td>
<td>635 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wavelength Maximum</td>
<td>640 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum Full Output Power</td>
<td>2.5 mW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Setpoint Resolution</td>
<td>0.01 mW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser Class</td>
<td>3R</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 20 Typical output spectrum of the S1FC635 (Image extracted from http://www.thorlabs.de/thorproduct.cfm?partnumber=S1FC635)
3.3 FOAES Manufacturing

The production of the FOAES consisted of two distinct stages. Firstly, the coupler manufacturing using a commercial rig, and secondly the packaging of the sensor. In the case of the packaging two different processes were developed for (i) securing the sensor on a rectangular thin glass substrate; (ii) a precision bore capillary to be translated and secured over the sensing region.

3.3.1 Production of the FOAES

The FOAESs were manufactured on a custom-modified JW2000A commercial coupler manufacturing rig procured from Joinwit, China. The coupler manufacturing rig consisted of two motorised and synchronised vacuum grip stations travelling in opposite directions, which were able to accommodate two aligned optical fibres as shown in Figure 21. The applied vacuum enabled an even distribution of the force needed to keep the fibres secured while the drawing and melting process was taking place. The heat needed for fusing the optical fibres together was provided by a torch burning Hydrogen (H₂) gas. The H₂ flame prevented the creation of combustion residues others than water, hence, minimising the risks of adding ashes or inclusions in the fused optical fibre section.

The torch of the JW2000A coupler has movement just in one plane and does not support the brushing movement as illustrated in Figure 21. This movement enabled the repositioning of the torch from the resting position to over the fibres for starting the fusion process, and back to the resting position when the process is completed. The quantity of H₂ being burnt was monitored and controlled manually by a knob and a gas flow meter, with a range from 0 to 500 standard cm³/minute. The machine had a set of interchangeable torches with different
exhaust cross sections. The relative distance from the torch to the fibres was adjustable via a micrometre and a translation stage.

The fusion process was monitored by two optical detectors and software capable of measuring in real time the optical power contained in each optical fibre. The hardware configuration programme allowed the customisation of the following parameters: (i) drawing speed or linear speed of the vacuum grips; (ii) linear speed of the torch when moving from or to the resting position; (iii) timers controlling the delay in starting the pulling process since the torch is over the fibres (pre-heating); and (iv) timers controlling the stop of the pulling movement since the torch start travelling to the resting position (post-drawn).

Figure 21 Schematic illustration of relative positions of a pair of motorised (traversing) the vacuum grips - i and i'; hydrogen torch – ii; and the twisted optical fibres – iii and iii’.

A pair of optical fibres of length 1000 mm was cut, and a centre section of length 40 mm each was stripped and cleaned two times with acetone and isopropyl alcohol using a lint-free tissue. One fibre was joined via the fusion splicer to patch cables terminating in FC/PC connectors at both ends, while the second fibre was joined just to one patch cable with the FC/PC
connector. The pair of optical fibres were twisted (2 turns) and secured on the vacuum-grips of the coupler rigs. The centre region of the optical fibre was positioned beneath the nozzle of the hydrogen torch as shown in the schematic of Figure 21.

Due to the requirement of inserting the packaging unit which was not standard in the FBT machines, it was necessary to modify the equipment with a custom packaging platform lying on top of the equipment. The machine and the platform were attached on an optical breadboard via optical fittings and custom-machined parts. The packaging platform was designed taking into consideration the accommodation of the retractable enclosure (to avoid fluctuation in the flame due to air currents) and the rotatory UV light. The details of the described elements are shown in Figure 22.

Figure 22 Modified FBT machine. (i) Rotary UV lamp. (ii) JW2000A. (iii) Retractable cover. (iv) Flow meter and knob for flow control. (v) Packaging platform containing the translation stages for the packaging process. (vi) Optical detectors for process monitoring. (vii) Hardware and custom parts for securing the packaging platform floating and stable over the FBT machine. (viii) Breadboard for securing the machine and the packaging station.
One of the connectors of the fibre joined with fibre patches at both ends was connected to the laser S1FC635, whilst the second end was connected to one of optical detectors. The optical connector of the other fibre was connected to the second optical detector of the machine. The laser was set at 1 mW and the detectors calibrated prior to starting the manufacturing process. A schematic of the setup for the described process is shown in Figure 23.

After the calibration was completed, the gas valve was opened. The flowing gas was subsequently ignited and the retractable cover deployed. After 40 seconds of temperature stabilisation the process was initiated. The control software allowed the control of the output power in both optical fibres as well as the optical power lost when compared with the power measured before starting the process. When the power ratio was at the desired value, the process was stopped and the gas flow cut. A print-screen of the control software is shown in Figure 24.
Figure 24 Detail of the control software. (i) Graphical representation of results; (ii) numerical representation of results; (iii) detectors and graph parameters configuration; (iv) test control buttons; and (v) initial power, date and sensor name.

3.3.2 Sensor packaging process

The FOAES were packaged in two different ways: i) surface mounted in a glass coverslip and ii) inserted in a borosilicate capillary, which will be referred to as Type I and Type II packaging respectively. The schematics of both packaging methodologies are shown in Figure 25.

Figure 25 Schematics of the FOAES packaging. (i) Surface mounted or Type-I; and (ii) inserted in a glass capillary or Type II.
**Type-I Packaging**

Type-I packaging consisted of a borosilicate glass coverslip of dimensions 50 x 20 x 0.17 mm. Once the sensor was fabricated, the glass coverslip was placed on the horizontal translation stage shown in Figure 26 (vii) and moved to its position just below the sensor. It was ensured that the sensing region of the FOAES was positioned over the centre of the coverslip. The vertical translation fixture (item vi in Figure 26) was used to bring the coverslip into contact with the pair of optical fibres and when in position, secured with two drops of photo-curable adhesive NOA81 or NOA65 procured from Norland Products Inc., USA, at both sides of the tapered region. The volume of the liquid dispensed was approximately 5 μl. Precautions were taken to apply the drops on the stripped region of the optical fibres only and never on the thermoplastic coating. The adhesive was then cured under the machine’s built-in UV lamp. A schematic illustration of the bonding points for the coverslip and the capillary tube with the sensors is illustrated in Figure 25 (i). A brief summary of the technical characteristics of the NOA81 is given in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>NOA 65</th>
<th>NOA 81</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Solids</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viscosity at 25° C</td>
<td>1200 cps</td>
<td>300 cps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refractive Index of Cured Polymer</td>
<td>1.524</td>
<td>1.560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elongation at Failure</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modulus of Elasticity (psi)</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>200,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tensile Strength (psi)</td>
<td>1,500</td>
<td>4,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardness - Shore D</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Type-II Packaging**

The Type-II package consisted of a borosilicate capillary tube with internal/external diameters 700/870 μm and 100 mm of length, which enabled custom lengths to be cut. A repeatable
process was developed to position, guide and slide the capillary from one side of the vacuum-grip to the required position over the sensing region but without touching the tapered region. This was achieved by the aforementioned custom-made packaging platform which is shown in Figure 22. The packaging platform was equipped with the following optical hardware from Thorlabs Inc., USA: (i) Single-axis translation stages MS1S/M with side-mounted micrometer; (ii) base plates MS10; (iii) angle brackets MS102; (iv) dovetail optical rail and carrier RLA150/M and RC2/M; (v) Fibre clamps for diameter 250 µm T711/M-250; and (vi) an aluminium breadboard for fixing all the components.

The aluminium breadboard was machined for fitting on the machine allowing the rotating cover to be deployed during the manufacturing as well as not obstructing the machine controls. The fibre clamps were machined to increase the holding capacity from one to two fibres. An aluminium sliding fixture was custom machined to hold the capillary during the manufacturing process. The different elements are shown in Figure 26. A full description of the process is provided in Chapter 4. After inserting the capillary, it was locked in position by a clamp and then secured by the application of UV adhesive at both sides. The adhesive selected was the NOA81 at either sides, or a combination of NOA81 and NOA65 to reduce the directionality of the sensor. The adhesive was finally cured by the machine’s built-in UV light.
3.4 FOAES Embedding

Unidirectional glass fibre prepregs (VTM264/1062-300, Cytec, UK) were cut to panel dimensions of 300 x 300 mm. Panels of 4 and 8 plies were laminated following different configurations as: (i) all the plies with the reinforcement aligned designed as \((0)_{\text{number of plies}}\); or (ii) when the plies were laminated alternating the angle from perpendicular to parallel designed \((0/90)_{\text{number of plies}}\).

Since the reinforcement should be distributed evenly through the thickness of the panel to avoid internal tensions which could create the panels to deform, the lamination of the different
layers were always symmetrical with a plane crossing through half of the thickness. As an example, if a (0/90)$_s$ panel was manufactured the orientation of the different plies would be: 0-90-0-90-|-90-0-90-0.

The sensors were embedded between plies 2 and 3 when the panel was manufactured with 4 layers. Subsequently for a laminate of 8 plies, the sensors were embedded between plies 4 and 5. In addition and for avoiding shear stress on the cylindrical packaging which could end in brittle fracture, the sensors were orientated in the same direction as the reinforcement. A PTFE tubing of 0.75 and 1.5 mm of internal and external diameters respectively was used at both sensors’ exit points from the laminate to protect the optical fibres from: (i) the vacuum/pressure applied during the manufacturing process; and (ii) from accidental bending during the manipulation and cutting of the laminates.

The laminates were laid on a 4 mm thickness carbon fibre flat working surface, sandwiched between release films. Silicone grease procured from RS, UK, was used to seal the protection tubing and the perimeter of the laminate. This sealing process stopped the resin bleeding out from the prepegs and thus, avoided the impregnation of optical fibres with resin. Once the silicon was cured, the standard preparation for autoclaving composites were carried out and the materials cured at 80°C. Figure 27 shows a photograph of a panel with two embedded FOAES, the protective tubing and the silicone seal.
3.5 FOAES Characterisation

The FOAES characterisation process consisted of evaluating the response of the sensor, understanding its directionality (i.e. how the sensor responded to the same acoustic signature at different angular positions) and frequency response (i.e. the sensitivity of the sensor at different frequencies).

The Type-I sensors were surface-mounted on the centre of an aluminium plate of dimensions 500 x 500 x 3mm using Vaseline as the coupling agent. The Type-II sensors were surface-mounted on the same aluminium plate and on composite plates (0)_4 using Vaseline as coupler too. Some of the surface tested Type-II sensors were then embedded in composite laminates and re-tested using the embedding panel as the test piece.
The sensor characterisation was carried out in four different steps: (i) sensor noise characterisation; (ii) response of the sensor to a Hsu-Nielsen excitation source (mechanical pencil lead tip breaks); (iii) response of the sensor against a burst of sinus generated by two different piezo-emitters; and (iv) response against continuous sinuses at discrete frequencies generated by the same piezo-emitters. For simplification purposes, test (ii) and (iii) will be called discrete characterisation, and test (iv) frequency sweep tests respectively. To understand if directionality existed, the discrete characterisation and the frequency sweep tests were repeated covering a circumference with a radius of 75 mm around the tapering region of the sensor, and every 45 degrees. A schematic illustrating the setup of a surface mounted FOAES indicating the different excitation points is shown in Figure 28. The laser input and output were located at 0° and 180° position respectively.

![Figure 28 Detail of the position of the FOAES and excitation points (surface mounted).](image)

Two commercial piezoelectric AE sensors were used for benchmarking purposes. Hence the response of the manufactured FOAES was compared to the aforementioned commercial piezoelectric AE sensors. The benchmarking sensors were characterised in the same way as the FOAES, using the same coupling agent and testing plates. When the FOAES were
embedded, the characterisation of the FOAES and each benchmarking sensor were carried out simultaneously. In order to achieve this, the piezoelectric sensors used for benchmarking were surface mounted in the flat face (tool-face) of the composite panel by applying a thin layer of the coupling agent. To ensure good and constant contact during the tests carried out, the benchmarking piezoelectric sensors and emitters were secured by placing masses of 200 grams on the top face. An illustration of the setup where the FOAES was embedded is shown in Figure 29.

*Figure 29 Detail of the position of the FOAES and excitation points (embedded).*

In the following section a full description of the aforementioned four sub-tests carried out for the FOAES characterisation (including the hardware and software) is going to be given.

### 3.5.1 Photodetectors, lasers, amplifiers and DAQ

The sensors were interrogated by a balanced TA10 trans-impedance differential amplifier PDPAH procured from Theoptics, UK, named for the purpose of this thesis Box A. This equipment was previously designed and constructed with the idea of integrating the detectors and a semiconductor laser as a stand-alone system. The Box A had a selectable low pass filter
set at 100 kHz, and an antialiasing filter of 500 kHz. An image of Box A is shown in Figure 30.

**Figure 30 Image of Box A.**

Box A consisted on two optical detectors and a semi-conductor laser. The box worked using a phantom power supply of $28\text{V}_{\text{dc}}$ which enabled the use of the same BNC cable for powering the electronic and transmitting the analogical differential voltage output. This powering/interrogation design was the same as the one used by the Mistras AE hardware, so Box A was fully compatible with any of commercially available AE PCI-based systems or amplifiers.

During the characterisation stages, Box A was connected to an AE2A AE amplifier procured from Mistras, USA. The function of this amplifier was as discussed to power the Box A adding adjustable gain from 0 to 61 dB in steps of 3 dB. The output from the amplifier was connected to a 4–channel model L4534A DAS procured from Agilent USA. This data acquisition system has a programmable acquisition rate of up to 20 MHz, a built-in memory of 128 MSamples per channel, resolution of 16 bits and programmable trigger modes. The
acquisition range of the DAS employed was adjustable too, enabling its adjustment to the working voltages for a better resolution.

The sensors were interrogated by two different laser systems: a HeNe (Helium-Neon) gas laser model 1107 procured from JDSU, USA and the built-in semiconductor laser of Box A. The HeNe laser had a very narrow spectrum centred at 632.8 nm, delivering low noise signal with a minimum of 0.8 mW of power. The laser was coupled to the single mode optical fibres via a laser-to-fibre adapter SMJ-A3A,X-633-4/125-3-5 procured from Ozoptics, USA, which reduced the power to around 0.6 mW (related to losses during the coupling process). On the other hand, the semiconductor laser was pig-tailed and delivered a much more powerful output of 1.8 mW but with a broader and less uniform spectrum. The semiconductor laser was additionally more sensitive to changes in the internal temperature which made the power spectrum to drift with time. Details of both spectra are shown in Figure 31.

![Figure 31](image_url)

**Figure 31** Detail of the evolution of the spectrum of the lasers used during the FOAES characterisation [65]. (i) Spectrum of the HeNe laser, which stabilised after nearly 60 minutes; and (ii) semiconductor laser of Box A, which after the warming up time of nearly 60 minutes showed simultaneous peaks at different wavelengths.
3.5.2 Acoustic Emission excitation sources and benchmarking AE sensors

A Hsu-Nielsen source (mechanical pencil lead tip breaks) and two AE piezoelectric sensors operating as emitters were selected to generate AE signatures as part of the characterisation process of the FOAES. While the pencil breaks consisted of a sudden broadband burst of energy, the piezo-emitters were used to generate pulses of sinuses at discrete frequencies. The selected AE sensors were the general purpose R30α and R50α procured from MISTRAS, USA. The piezo emitters were excited using a 33220A signal generator procured from Agilent, USA. A schematic of the pencil break excitation source and one AE sensor is shown in Figure 32.

The R30α and R50α piezoelectric transducers consisted of a ceramic wear plate fitted on a stainless steel cylindrical housing of 19 mm of diameter and 22 mm of high, and 30 and 32 grams of weight respectively. The sensors were resonant at 300 KHz (R30α) and 500 kHz

---

**Figure 32** Schematic of (i) the Hsu-Nielsen excitation source (image extracted from www.ndt.net) and (ii) AE sensor (image extracted form www.physicalacoustics.com/general-purpose/)
(R50α) respectively. Detailed frequency responses of both R30α and R50α are shown in Figure 33.

The same piezoelectric R30α and R50α transducers were also used as benchmarking references and thus, were compared with each FOAES undergoing characterisation.

Figure 33 Frequency responses of the AE sensors (i) R30α [197] and (ii) R50α [198]
3.5.3 FOAES noise and discrete characterisation

While the sensor noise characterisation consisted of the experiments designed to record the sensor response in absence of any acoustic excitation, the generation of discrete acoustic signatures were used to understand the frequency response of the FOAES when compared to the two benchmarking piezoelectric AE sensors. For performing these experiments, a custom-written LabVIEW® application was commissioned. This application had all the functionalities required for the data acquisition configuration, acquisition setup, and acquisition triggering and data storage.

Developed software

An application able to control the data acquisition via a control computer was commissioned, as shown in Figure 34. Once connected to the DAS using a Local Area Network (LAN) cable and Visual Instrument Software Architecture (VISA) protocol, the software enabled the insertion of the FOAES identification number (ID), substrate (panel where the test was carried out), coupling agent and laser illuminating the sensor. After this information was inserted, the test file was generated by pressing the “Record Data” virtual button. This opened a pop-up menu to select the file name and location. The selected file structure was the industry standard Technical Data Management System (TDMS) file, which supported the option of creating a customised structure and organisation of the files with a small disc size. In addition, this format allowed high speed streaming and was searchable (i.e. possible to find the information via specific tools, by the use of the tests or sensor properties as filters).

The next step was the selection of the sub-programme. During this project just two of the sub-programmes were of interest: a) “Single Burst Test” for just one sensor characterisation, and b) “Single Burst Test Optical + Piezo” for simultaneous characterisation of the FOAES and a
benchmark sensor. Both sub-programmes allowed the configuration of the DAS with the desired acquisition parameters such as acquisition rate, range, trigger level, acquisition length, pre-trigger length or coupling. The trigger was programme set as channel based, which means that when the system was armed the acquisition started as soon as the DAS read a signal of higher amplitude than the programmed trigger level. In addition, an area with pull-down menus and test boxes were set up for the relevant details of each experiment to be saved with the signals, such as AE source, distance, angle and so on. The user-interfaces of both characterisation sub-applications are shown in Figure 35 and Figure 36.

Figure 34 Main menu of the application. (i) Pull-down menu to look for VISA instruments, LED showing the status of the instrument and the instrument initialise button. (ii) Buttons for starting the characterisation sub-applications. (iii) Other developed sub-application not relevant to this thesis. (iv) DAQ reset and exit button. (v) Menus for inserting the common information of the test such as coupling agent, laser, testing panel or sensor Id; if a file was created via the “Rec Data” button, the path of the file was showed at the top.

Once a sub-application was selected, the relevant test detail introduced and the DAS configured and armed, the acquisition was triggered by the AE source. The software then converted the obtained signal into frequency domain by performing a FFT with rectangular
window, and plotted both time and frequency domain results graphically. The software offered then the option of saving all the data together with the test details, and further experiments on the same FOAES at different angles or AE excitation sources could be performed. When the measurement was finished, by pressing a button the sub-application was closed and the user returned to the main menu.

Figure 35 “Single Burst Test” sub-application. (i) Graphical representation of the results on time and frequency domain. (ii) DAQ channel selection for the signal acquisition, acquisition rate and time-out (time until the software returns error if threshold is not detected). (iii) Voltage levels, coupling, acquisition length and acquisition pre-trigger. (iv) Graphical representation of acquisition and status of the DAQ. (v) Parameters of the acquisition to be stored in the file. (vi) Control buttons.
Figure 36 Sub-application for simultaneous acquisition from the FOAES and from one benchmark sensor. (i) Graphical representation of the results on time and frequency domain for the FOAES. (ii) Graphical representation of the results on time and frequency domain for the benchmark sensor. (iii) DAQ channel selection for the signal acquisition, acquisition rate, time-out, and trigger channel. (iv) Voltage interval to be digitalised, coupling, acquisition length and acquisition pre-trigger. (v) Graphical representation of the acquisition and status of the DAQ. (vi) Parameters of the acquisition to be stored in the file. (vii) Control buttons.

Sensor noise characterisation

The noise or signals generated by the FOAES when illuminated by each of the lasers in the absence of acoustic excitation were recorded.

The sensors were secured on the centre of the testing plate (when not embedded) by the use of a thin layer of coupling agent. The sensor was illuminated by one of the lasers, and its output connected to the Box A. The Box A was powered by an AE2A amplifier, which applied further amplification to the signal before sending it to the DAS. The DAS was configured to acquire at an acquisition rate of 2 MSamples/s over duration of 1.25 s. The trigger level was set at 0 V, which effectively meant the immediate triggering of the acquisition as soon as the system was armed (by pressing the button “Acquire” in the user interface as it can be seen in Figure 35 (iv). After the acquisition was completed, the software plotted automatically the
data in time and frequency domain by performing the FFT so that the user can save it or 
repeat the measurement if something was suspected to be erroneous. These tests were 
performed to detect and discard sensors with a low SNR prior starting the proper 
characterisation tests.

Sensor response against discrete excitation sources

Hsu-Nielsen source and AE piezoelectric sensors working as emitters were placed at 75 mm 
away from the centre of the FOAES and moved along the circumference every 45°, as 
detailed in Figure 29. The DAS was configured at 2 MSamples/s, a pre-trigger of 2.5 ms, and 
a total acquisition length of 25 ms. The trigger level was set just above the measured noise 
level calculated in the previous step (to avoid the acquisition to be triggered by the noise 
generated by the sensor).

The Hsu-Nielsen source bursts were performed consistently with the breaking of the lead tip 
of the mechanical pencil aligned with the centre of the sensor. For the emitters, they were 
connected to the signal generator and manually triggered to launch a unique burst of 10 
sinuses of peak to peak amplitude of \( \pm 10 \text{ V} \). The selected frequencies for the sinuses were the 
sensors’ resonance frequencies: 300 kHz and 500 kHz in the case of the R30\( \alpha \) and R50\( \alpha \) 
respectively.

The data for both excitation sources were collected using the customised software described 
in Figure 35 or Figure 36, depending on the FOAES was surface mounted (just the FOAES 
being characterised) or embedded (FOAES and a benchmark sensor simultaneous 
characterisation). The results were represented on the screen in time and frequency domain by 
performing a FFT, and if successful was saved by pressing the “Save” button.
The sensor was illuminated by one of the lasers, and its output connected to the Box A. When simultaneous characterisation of the FOAES and the benchmark AE piezoelectric sensors was carried out, the AE sensor was connected via a 2/4/6 pre-amplifier procured from Mistras, USA to another AE2A amplifier. The AE2A amplifiers were used not just for powering the Box A and the preamplifiers, but to add further amplification to the signals before sending them to the DAS. A schematic diagram of the overall setup is shown in Figure 37. The tests were repeated over a circle with a radius of 75 mm from the sensor’s centre by shifting the position by 45° at every step as shown in Figure 28.

Figure 37 Detail of the setup for characterising the sensor by a discrete AE signal. The sources were a Hsu-Nielsen for broadband signals, or piezo-emitters launching a burst of sinuses for mono-frequency signals. The signal generator was manually triggered. Regarding to the signals collected by the DAQ, the schema shows in blue colour the option for simultaneous acquisition of the FOAES and a benchmark sensor. When the sensor was surface mounted and thus just the FOAES was characterised, this blue part of the schema disappeared.
3.5.4 FOAES frequency sweep characterisation

The frequency sweep characterisation tests were designed to obtain a direct comparison between each FOAES and the benchmark AE piezoelectric sensors, when continuous sinuses at the same frequency were used as excitation source. The frequency was changed in steps or swept in order to cover the full bandwidth of Box A (100 kHz to 500 kHz).

Developed software

Custom-built LabVIEW® software was commissioned to enable the automatic control of the tests, minimising the time required to operate the signal generator, trigger the system, perform the analysis and save the data. The software had a configuration menu for the DAQ where the relevant parameters for the automatic acquisition were easily introduced, such as: (i) physical channel for the FOAES and for the benchmark AE sensor; (ii) acquisition rate; (iii) voltage range; and (iv) pre-trigger and total samples. For these tests, an acquisition rate of 2 MSamples/s with a signal of length 50 ms (without pre-trigger) was used as standard.

The software enabled to control the signal generator to generate continuously sinus waves at the programmed frequency and amplitude on the testing plates or panels. Each testing point (voltage and frequency) started with a stabilisation time of 0.5 s until performing the acquisition. After finishing the 0.5 s interval the software acquired one or two channels (FOAES alone, or simultaneous FOAES and benchmark AE piezoelectric sensor), switching then the signal generator off for a further 0.5 s. The latter dead-time was found experimentally to be enough to dissipate the ultrasonic waves travelling in the plate to a level that no destructive or constructive interferences or residual harmonics were found when starting the next measurement. In a parallel loop, the software converted the obtained signal in the frequency domain by running an FFT and calculated the frequency and amplitude of the
recorded main harmonic (normally a single peak). The raw data together with peak amplitude and frequency were then stored in the file. The main screen and main functional areas are explained in Figure 38.

Figure 38 Frequency sweep test main screen. (i) Sensors details to be stored in the file, and path were the file is being stored. (ii) Controls for starting a test, create a new file or abort the test. (iii) Pull-down menus for configuring initial, steps and final frequencies and voltages. (iv) Status of the signal generator and DAQ. (v) Actual configuration of the signal generator. (vi) Actual configuration of the DAQ. (vii) Controls to reconfigure or reset the signal generator and DAQ. (viii) Graphical information of the test, in time and frequency domain.

FOAES frequency sweep test

As before, while the embedded FOAES was tested simultaneously with a benchmark AE piezoelectric sensor, the surface mounted sensors were tested independently. A schematic diagram of the setup is shown in Figure 39 where both possibilities are illustrated. Box A and the benchmark AE piezoelectric sensor (if simultaneous characterisation was employed) were connected to one AE2A amplifier each (the AE sensor via a 2/4/6 preamplifier). The outputs
were connected to different channels of the DAS. The piezo-emitter exciting the setup was
driven by a signal generator controlled by the same PC controlling the DAS. The usual
configuration was to sweep frequencies ranging from 100 kHz to 500 kHz in intervals of 20
kHz, and with amplitudes in the signal generator from 2 to 10 V. This enabled the carrying
out of 100 different combinations of frequency and amplitude per excitation point. The tests
were repeated every 45° at 75 mm from the sensor’s centre, as detailed in Figure 28.

Figure 39 Detail of the setup for the frequency sweep test. The piezo-emitter is driven by a signal
generator which is automatically setup and trigger by the control PC. The same PC controls the
acquisition of the DAQ. The DAQ can have two inputs from two different AE2A amplifiers. The Box A
was always connected in the PC, whereas the blue blocks representing the benchmark AE sensor and its
associated hardware were only connected when the FOAES was embedded and thus, simultaneous
characterisation was performed.
3.5.5 Summary of the characterisation tests

A summary of the different tests, including details about the trigger, pre-trigger, acquisition time, AE excitation source or repetition are shown in Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Trigger</th>
<th>Pre-Trigger</th>
<th>Acquisition Time</th>
<th>AE Excitation</th>
<th>Repetitions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Noise characterisation</td>
<td>Manual</td>
<td>0 msec</td>
<td>1500 msec</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>1 repetition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discrete excitation sources</td>
<td>Channel</td>
<td>2.5 msec</td>
<td>25 msec</td>
<td>Hsu-Nielsen and piezo-emitters</td>
<td>Every 45° at 75 mm from the sensor’s centre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency sweep test</td>
<td>Automatic</td>
<td>0 msec</td>
<td>5 msec</td>
<td>Piezo-Emitters</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Acquisition rate for all the experiments: 2 MSamples/second

3.6 Comparison of embedded FOAES with AE benchmark sensors by tensile testing

The last experiments consisted of the comparison between the benchmark AE piezoelectric sensors with embedded FOAES during tensile testing using a universal testing machine Instron 5507 (Instron, USA).

3.6.1 Samples preparation

Samples were prepared from previously characterised embedded FOAES. The longitudinal area of the panel containing the FOAES was cut at both sides of the sensor using an angular cutting tool, extracting strips of approximately 27 mm width and 300 mm length. The strips were polished on sides, reducing the width to 25 mm and ensuring that the FOAES was perfectly aligned at 12.5 mm of both edges. End-tabs made by aluminium of 25x60x2mm were bonded at both extremes of the testing strip by the use of the epoxy adhesive Araldite.
procured from Huntsman Corporation, USA, for three minutes. A strain gauge FLA5-11 procured from Tokyo Sokki Kenkyujo Co Ltd., Japan, with a gauge length of 5mm was attached on the testing strip at one side of the centre of the FOAES to monitor the sustained strain during the tensile test. The strain gauge was secured on the testing strip by the CN adhesive also procured from Tokyo Sokki Kenkyujo Co Ltd., Japan, and was interrogated in a quarter-bridge configuration by a NI 9219 multipurpose data acquisition card procured from National Instruments, USA, via custom-written LabVIEW® software.

For comparison purposes, a fully characterised FOAES packaged in a capillary was surface mounted on a strip of composite of (0/90)_4 configuration. The sensor was coupled onto the surface by Araldite for 3 minutes, placing the benchmark sensors and strain gauge all together on the opposite face. Figure 40 shows an image of the samples ready for being tested, a detail of the strain gauge, and schematics of the position of all the elements for the embedded and surface mounted FOAES.

Finally, to understand the quantitative effect on the mechanical properties of laminates with and without embedded FOAES, three reference samples of a laminate (90/0)_8 were prepared from a spare untouched panel. These laminates were instrumented just with the benchmark AE R30α and R50α piezoelectric sensors, positioning them in the same face and as close as possible to the longitudinal middle point.
Figure 40 Details of the samples prepared for the tensile test. Figure 40 (i) shows three sensors prepared for the test. Figure 40 (ii) shows the position of the FOAES and of the strain gauge. Figure 40 (iii) gives a schematic of the relative position and dimensions of all the elements. Figure 40 (iv) shows the position of all the elements for the surface mounted FOAES.

3.6.2 Test setup

The universal testing machine was equipped with a load cell of 100 kN and wedge-action grips. Analogue outputs were extracted from the tensile machine via BNC cables with scales from 0 to 10 V. These outputs were correlated with the load and displacement of the machine representing ranges from 0 to 100 kN and from 0 to 50 mm respectively. The linear speed configured during the tests was 2 mm/min.
The two benchmark piezoelectric AE sensors were connected to pre-amplifiers 2/4/6, and the embedded FOAES to the Box A. The FOAES was illuminated by the HeNe laser. The three outputs were subsequently connected into a commercial 4-channel AE PCI-2 acquisition system procured from Mistras, USA. This 4-channel PCI-2 system had the same phantom power supply for powering the two pre-amplifiers and the Box A as the aforementioned AE2A amplifiers. The signal collected from the PCI-2 card together with the parametric signals from the tensile machine (voltage and displacement) were acquired and saved in real time by the windows-based AE software AEwin® developed by Mistras, USA. The data from the strain gauge was synchronised, logged and stored in another computer placed next to the AE system.

The configuration of the acquisition of the PCI-2 system was carried out by setting up several parameters including: (i) amplification; (ii) frequency and anti-aliasing filtering; (iii) acquisition rate; (iv) signals filtering attending to different criteria as threshold, energy, PDT, HDT, HLT and maximum hit duration; and (v) other features such as classification or clustering which were not used.

The acquisition rate was set to 2 MSamples/s for the three channels, with bandpass filter from 100 to 500 kHz. To minimise the acquisition of signals not related to damage occurring into the composite laminate during the tensile tests, the threshold level or minimum amplitude of the AE events was experimentally calculated to be 50 dB in the case of the benchmarking sensors and 60 dB for the FOAES. Finally and with regards to the wave filters, a configuration suitable for high-dumping metallic materials (to be known as AEwin 1) was experimentally found to work well when acquiring AE signatures from the FOAES. The reason for this was the longer time required for the FOAES to get damped and excited when compared with conventional piezoelectric sensors, and thus, longer PDT and HDT were
required [50]. A second configuration recommended for composites and non-metallic material was tested as well for comparison purposes [50] (to be known as AEwin 2). A table comparing both configurations is shown in Table 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>AEwin 1</th>
<th>AEwin 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Laser- FOAES</td>
<td>HeNe</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandpass filter</td>
<td>100/500 kHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acquisition Rate</td>
<td>2 MSamples/Channel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threshold level</td>
<td>R30α and R50α: 50 dB&lt;br&gt;FOAES: 60 dB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDT (μsec)</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDT (μsec)</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLT (μsec)</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The input and output of the FOAES were joined to FC/PC patch cables by the fusion splicer. The sample was then secured in the jaws of the tensile machine taking special care not to trap or break the optical fibres of the FOAES. The optical fibres were connected to the laser and Box A (input and outputs respectively). Coupling agent was then applied, and the benchmark piezoelectric sensors secured using duct tape. Finally, the cable of the strain gauge was connected to one channel of the acquisition card. The photographs in Figure 41 show the experimental setup.
Figure 41 Pictures of the setup. Figure 41 (i) shows some light bleeding out from the embedded FOAES and the strain gauge. Figure 41 (ii) illustrate how the benchmark sensors R30\(\alpha\) and R50\(\alpha\) were secured. Figure 41 (iii) shows the optical fibres coming out from the universal testing machine's jaws.

When the entire system was correctly connected, mechanical pencil lead tip breaks were performed to ensure that all the sensors were coupled correctly and acquired AE signals. If successful, a first test was run from 0 to 0.3\% strain using the configuration AEwin 2. The system was then returned to the original position and the configuration changed to AEwin 1. Then, pencil breaks and a second tensile test to breaking load was performed. In the case of the control samples without FOAES, just the pencil breaks and tensile test to breaking load were performed using the configuration AEwin 2. The test details are summarised in Table 6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pencil Breaks?</th>
<th>Samples with FOAES</th>
<th>Samples without FOAES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Configuration</td>
<td>AEwin 2</td>
<td>AEwin 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test Performed</td>
<td>Strain test up to 0.3%</td>
<td>Strain test to breaking load</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6 Detail of the test performed
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4 Sensors Manufacturing and Packaging

4.1 Introduction

The different parameters which were found to influence the performance of the FOAES during the manufacturing process are discussed. Several configurations changing the aforementioned parameters were set to understand the relationship between the different manufacturing variables and the properties of the produced FOAES. A region of interest was defined to classify the sensors with respect to the obtained losses and coupling ratio. Five different configurations used for producing FOAES within the region of interest were defined. FOAES manufactured under the different five configurations were Type-I packaged (bonded on-glass) and acoustically pre-assessed. This enabled the selection of the manufacturing parameters of the most responsive sensor to carry on with the next stages of the project (Type-II packaging and embedding). Finally, the methodology and the hardware commissioned for precisely positioned the sensor over a glass rectangle (packaging Type-I) and for inserting the FOAES into a glass capillary (packaging Type-II) will be in-depth described.

4.2 Sensor Manufacturing

The manufacturing process required two different classes of parameters to be considered; firstly the physical properties of the optical fibres and their physical preparation before manufacturing, and secondly the manufacturing parameters employed during the operation of the customised commercial FBT rig. The main objective of this part of the project was to understand the relationship between these two sets of parameters for producing the FOAES.
Due to the sensor being intensity-based, the first stage in the manufacturing was to narrow down the configurations capable of consistently producing sensors with losses lower than -2 dB and coupling rate between 40 and 60%. These limits were obtained experimentally, as sensors with losses higher that this value made the SNR produced by the interrogation units too low for being acceptable to be used in sensing applications. With respect to the coupling rate and due to the differential nature of the interrogation unit, a very unbalanced FOAES made the optical power of one of the inputs of the detector very small and nearly not distinguishable from the background noise decreasing the overall sensitivity.

4.2.1 Manufacturing variables

The output variables from the manufacturing process were defined as: (i) excess losses, (ii) coupling rate, (iii) tapered length and subsequently diameter of the tapered region, and (iv) repeatability or how consistent were the results when the inputs of the process were kept constant.

With respect to the inputs, the following parameters were controlled: (i) fibre type and stripped length; (ii) timers controlling the pre-drawing, pre-heating and post-elongation; (iii) torch size; (iv) torch relative height to the fibres plane; (v) torch initial distance to the fibres (initial distance to the heat source); (vi) torch movement speed; (vii) H₂ flow rate; (vii) puller-to-puller initial distance; and (viii) pulling speed.

In addition, several strippers and cleaning methods were tested. The results were assessed first in a JEOL 6060 Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) and later validated visually by the presence of burn signs or incandescent dots during the manufacturing process (these meant that the fibres were not completely clean and some thermoplastic was burning, creating
inclusions and degrading the overall performance of the fibres as explained in the literature review). Some micrographs showing the results are included in Figure 42.

Figure 42 SEM inspection of several optical fibres stripping methods; (i) and (ii) shows a good stripping process without any relevant thermoplastic residues; (iii) and (iv) shows two section of optical fibres containing several residues.

The best results were obtained by using a Miller FO 103-D-250 optical stripper followed by two acetone-impregnated lint-free tissues, one isopropanol-impregnated lint-free tissue and one last dry lint-free tissue. In addition, to avoid contamination during the manipulation gloves were used during the whole process.

The optimal pulling speeds were found to be correlated with the hydrogen flow rate by a very tight margin. Once the hydrogen flow rate was set, the speed had to be adjusted in such a way that the amount of heat introduced was in equilibrium with the energy absorbed by the
process. Thus, the temperature was kept as close as possible to the melting point. Higher speeds created flawed and very brittle tapered region, which normally broke during the manufacturing process. Lower speeds on the other hand introduced too much heat in the process and the tapered region started to flow by gravity, ending up with a non-straight and high loss sensor.

The pre-draw and pre-heating were adjusted in the same way. For a defined torch and hydrogen flow rate these parameters were adjusted to avoid fracture or melting at the beginning of the process. This was visually controlled by observing the tapered region and monitoring power drops in the input power, as shown in Figure 43.

![Figure 43 Detail of two tapering process as obtained from the control computer; (i) shows a coupling process where the power decreased from the beginning, due to an incorrect setup; (ii) shows a correct process with a very steady input energy which dropped just when the power transmission started (low losses).](image)

The fibres knot-to-knot distance, defined as the length where the optical fibres are suffering lateral force enabling the mutually fusion process, was found to be related with the stripped length and the puller’s initial distance. The size of the flame had to be contained well inside the knots to avoid melting them and thus, stopping the lateral force and subsequently breaking the sensor. It was experimentally found that an initial puller’s distance of 50 mm with a 40
mm stripping length on the optical fibres developed knot-to-knot distances from 14 to 17 mm, which worked fine with the majority of the setups. These parameters were then fixed to the aforementioned values to reduce the number of variables.

The inputs were modified in a progressive manner to understand the changes in the outputs. The results of the first 292 sensors organised as coupling ratio VS losses is represented in Figure 44.

![Graph showing coupling ratio vs losses](image)

**Figure 44** Detail of the first 292 manufactured sensors, represented by their coupling rate and losses. In the graph, the area where the sensors presented the defined properties has been signalled.

It was experimentally found that some configurations were resulting in sensors manufactured within the desired region of interest. However, the repeatability of configurations providing “good” couplers were found to depend on the optical fibre used as row material as indicated in Figure 45. Optical fibres with higher numerical aperture and tighter tolerances in this parameter were found to produce sensors exhibiting lower losses. A numerical comparison between the results obtained with the SM630HP (tighter tolerances in the variability of the
numerical aperture) and SM600 (higher tolerances in the numerical aperture) is given in Table 7 and Figure 46.

Table 7 Average and Standard Deviation of the losses and coupling rate obtained when sensors were manufactured by SM630HP and SM600.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Losses (dB)</th>
<th>Coupling ratio (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>Standard Deviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SM630HP</td>
<td>-1.10</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SM600</td>
<td>-3.50</td>
<td>2.76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 45 Representation of the sensors depending on the optical fibre used as row material; (i) shows the more scatter characteristics obtained with the SM600 while (ii) represent the more clustered characteristics obtained by the SM630HP.

For the configurations providing consistently sensors inside of the defined region of interest, the geometrical characteristics of the tapered section was also inspected and measured. Because the sensor response was based in the coupling of external perturbations into the tapered length, repeatability on the geometrical characteristics for sensors with the same manufacturing setup was desired to ensure same sensor acoustic response. The sensor’s geometry was simulated to that of the hourglass shape as shown in Figure 47, and the parameters L, Ø, α1 and α2 were measured with an optical microscope at a magnification of
20X as detailed in Figure 47. The adopted criteria was to define Ø as waist or minimum diameter found in the tapered region, L as tapered length or the distance to the lateral points at both sides of the centre where the diameter increases by 1.5 times the waist diameter, and exit angles $\alpha_1$ and $\alpha_2$ as the angles at the left and right respectively of “L”.

**Figure 46** Percentage of sensors manufactured by the SM630HP and SM600 which were successfully located inside of the region of interest (ROI), shown as the first data series. In addition, the percentages of sensors within the correct coupling ratio from 40 to 60% and with losses below -2dB are shown as second and third data series respectively.
Figure 47 Geometrical simplification of the sensor’s tapered length; (i) schematic of the defined parameters of the tapered length; (ii) to (iv) show the measurements of a real sensor.

A representation of the parameters stated above is presented in Figure 48. A clear relationship was found between waist diameter and tapered length with the manufacturing parameters pulling speed, pulled length and torch size. This can be explained as the increase in the length was achieved by “extracting” material from the volume below the torch. Therefore, the longer the tapered length the biggest the decrease in diameter, and the wider the flame, the bigger the volume of material available for the tapering process. However, there was some degree of geometrical variability from sensor to sensor when the same setup was applied. In addition, the sensor was found to be non-symmetric or not “mirror image”, presenting different exit angles at left and right sides. These variabilities were found even in sensors using the same manufacturing parameters and setup. This was speculated to be mainly related to the lack of brushing movement in the torch.
Figure 48 Graphical representation of the measured parameters of the sensors (sensor’s waist, tapered length and lateral angles α1 and α2). Figure 48 (i), (ii) and (iii) show the relationship between the obtained waist diameter and tapered length with the manufacturing variables pulling speed and pulled length (speed and distance traversed by the pulling stations during the manufacturing process of each sensor) and torch size. Figure 48 (iv) represent the average of each sensor’s exit angles α1 and α2 together with the respective standard deviation; an smaller standard deviation meant higher symmetry in the sensor geometrical characteristics.

The extensive experimentation enabled the definition of five configurations which consistently produced sensors within the defined region of interest, as are described in Table 8. The rest of the manufacturing parameters were found to be the same for the five configurations and are summarised in Table 9.
Table 8 Variable parameters of the five acoustically tested configurations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>Torch Speed H2 (sccm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9 Fixed manufacturing values of the acoustically tested sensors for all the configurations detailed below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fibre reference</td>
<td>SM630HP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-drawn (mm)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-heating (ms)</td>
<td>2,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elongation (mm)</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-elongation (ms)</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torch Height (mm)</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torch Speed (mm/min)</td>
<td>1200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puller-To-Puller distance (mm)</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stripped length (mm)</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.2 Sensor’s acoustic assessment

As previously discussed, five configuration producing sensors under the region of interest were selected. A total of 33 sensors were acoustically assessed on an aluminium plate of 500x500x3mm. The excitation methodology discussed in the point 3.5 was applied: frequency sweep of sinuses (100 to 500 kHz every 20 kHz) to characterise the frequency response. For simplification purposes as the goal of these tests was to find the sensors with the higher overall response, it was decided to test just with the Box A laser.

Due to the fact that the sensors were surface mounted, it was not possible to perform a direct or parallel comparison with the R30α and R50α (it was physically impossible to place both
sensors in the same central point). Therefore, two sensors R30\(\alpha\) and R50\(\alpha\) were characterised using the described methodology of sweeping frequency but just at angle 0°. These sensors were set up as discussed in Chapter 3, setting up a total amplification of 49 dB.

**Frequency Sweep Test**

In order to facilitate the interpretation of the data, each configuration was represented by averaging the response of all its sensors at each direction in two different graphs: one graph showing the response when excited by the R30\(\alpha\), and a second graph when excited by the R50\(\alpha\).

The results from “Configuration 1” to “Configuration 5” are given from Figure 49 to Figure 53 respectively. The results of one R30\(\alpha\) and one R50\(\alpha\) are shown in Figure 54.

---

**Figure 49** Response of the “configuration 1” sensors when the piezo-emitters R30\(\alpha\) (i) and R350\(\alpha\) (ii) were used as excitation source.
Figure 50 Response of the “configuration 2” sensors against the piezo-emitter R30α (i) and R350α (ii).

Figure 51 Response of the “configuration 3” sensors when the piezo-emitters R30α (i) and R350α (ii) were used as excitation source.

Figure 52 Response of the “configuration 4” sensors when the piezo-emitters R30α (i) and R350α (ii) were used as excitation source.
Figure 53 Response of the “configuration 5” sensors when the piezo-emitters R30α (i) and R350α (ii) were used as excitation source.

Figure 54 Response of the piezoelectric sensors R30α and R50α performing as sensors against the piezo-emitter R30α and R350α at 0°. Figure 54 (i) shows the response of the R30α, while Figure 54 (ii) shows the response of the R50α.

It was found that some configuration 2, 3 and 5 produced a very poor response when compared with Configuration 1 and 4. When the response of Configuration 1 and 4 were compared, despite the fact that Configuration 1 was showing a slightly better performance, the standard deviation or variability from sensor to sensor was nearly double that of Configuration 4. In practice, this meant that some sensors of Configuration 1 were nearly flat while others were presenting a very high response as shown in Figure 55. The reasons behind this high variability of Configuration 1 were not well understood. Therefore, it was decided that Configuration 4 presented the better characteristics for carrying on with the next stages of the project (the best response and lower variability from sensor to sensor).
Figure 55 Response of two “Configuration 1” sensors under the excitation of the R30α. The sensor on the left (i) presented a very poor response while the one on the right (ii) was nearly saturating the output at 300 kHz.

With regards to the fidelity or frequencies where the main harmonic was located as the sensors were excited by pure sinusoidal signals, all 5 configurations were found to reproduce with extremely high accuracy the frequency of the emitter. In the case of the Configuration 4, the average frequency of all the sensors and the standard deviation are shown in Figure 56.

Figure 56 Detail of the fidelity of the sensors under Configuration 4. Figure 56 (i) shows the data when a R30α is used as emitter, while Figure 56 (ii) shows the same information when a R50α is used as emitter. The data has been averaged by frequency, being each point the average of all the sensors at all the tested direction (0 to 315°). The standard deviation has been superimposed with the scale in a secondary axis. It has to be noted that the linear fitting of the averages have an $R^2$ of 1, and that the standard deviations are below 4.5 Hz.
4.2.3 Configuration selection

After all the analysis was performed and as stated in the previous section, Configuration 4 was found to be the best candidate for progressing to the next stage of the project. The sensors produced under this configuration were consistently inside of the region of interest presenting the best compromise between response and repeatability under the excitation of both piezo-emitters. However and as it was noticed before, this variability from sensor to sensor when comparing the amplitudes at the same frequencies still was noticeable, as showed in Figure 57. It was speculated that this difference was boosted by the non-geometrical reproducibility which was inherent to this manufacturing process (FBT without brushing movement).

All the configurations were found to present excellent fidelity matching the frequencies of the emitter at all the frequency ranges.

![Figure 57 Standard deviation of the average response of “Configuration 4” sensors. Graph on the left (i) shows standard deviation of average response when excited by piezo emitter R30α while the graph on the right (ii) shows the same information when excited by piezo emitter R50α.](image-url)
4.3 Sensor packaging

One of the objectives of the project was to ensure that a robust packaging methodology was developed, and that the manufactured sensors could be introduced into the packaging with a high survival ratio. The packaging process consisted of the introduction of the tapered section of two fused optical fibres of diameter 250 microns each into a glass capillary of internal diameter of 700 microns, where the cross sectional area in the narrower point was below 100 microns and thus highly fragile. The process had to be done without: (i) contact or abrasion during the traversing process; (ii) without detaching the optical fibres from the pullers of the FBT machine to avoid bending and thus, a breakage of the sensor; and (iii) creating constrains during the manufacturing process.

4.3.1 Hardware description

To overcome all the objectives detailed above the FBT machine was accommodated, levelled and secured over a composite core breadboard damping surface. A bespoke platform using as many off-the-self components as possible was designed and constructed. This bespoke platform was lying over the working plane of the FBT machine, secured by two vertical custom machined parts to the breadboard damping surface. Different perspectives of the platform before and after the assembly are shown as Figure 58.
As Figure 58 demonstrates, the machined of the custom platform enabled the FBT machine to operate without any changes, allowing the cover to be deployed or release. Two three-axis translation stages equipped with micrometres were attached onto the custom platform at both sides of the machine pullers. Two fibre clamps designed for single fibres of 250 microns of diameter were modified by re-machining the V-grooves making them suitable to accommodate two fibres. Then, the clamps were attached to the three-axis translation stages via optical quality aluminium angular profiles. A third two-axis translation stage was attached on the middle, between both machine pullers. This third translation stage was equipped with another machined clamp modified to accommodate the external diameter of the glass capillary.
of 870 microns. The translation stage was deployed and retrieved from below the tapered region of the sensor via an optical dovetail rail.

The machined platform was then levelled parallel to the FBT drawing plane in such a way that the V-groove of the three-axis translation stages were aligned horizontally with the V-grooves of the FBT machine pullers. Finally, a custom machined aluminium part used as sliding fixture was attached to the right hand side three-axis translation stage, as shown in Figure 59 (vi). This sliding fixture was responsible to hold the capillary during the manufacturing process and until the packaging process was started. The dimensions and position of the slider were calculated to enable the cover to be deployed/withdraw without any contact. A schematic of the translation stages, sliding platform and clamps with the cover deployed is shown as Figure 59. A photo of the setup is given as Figure 60.

Figure 59 Description of the custom platform. (i) Angular profile and left three-axis translation stage. (ii) Left modified clamp to accommodate 2 fibres. (iii) Two-axis translation stage. (iv) Dovetail slider position/release the packaging clamp under the manufactured sensor. (v) Central modified clamp for the 870 microns external diameter of the glass capillary. (vi) Sliding fixture, with the capillary accommodated onto the custom V-Groove. (vii) Angular profile for attaching the right modified clamp to the right three-axis translation stage. (viii) Right modified clamp to accommodate 2 fibres.
4.3.2 Packaging process step-by-step

The process started, as discussed in the previous chapter, with the optical fibres preparation. A central length of 40 mm of each fibre was stripped and appropriately cleaned. One of the fibres was inserted through the capillary and patch cables finishing in FC/PC connectors joined at both ends. The fibre was accommodated in the vacuum-pullers the FBT machine and the capillary traversed until resting on the sliding fixture on the right side known as detector side. The connector on the detector’s side was attached to one port of the FBT machine’s optical detector, and the connector at the other end of the optical fibre was connected to the laser.
The second optical fibre was joined to a third patch cable and connected to the second port of the FBT machine’s optical detector; its unconnected extreme was traversed through the capillary until making both stripped lengths coincident. The fibres were then twisted two times and centred between the vacuum pullers, and the vacuum turned on securing the setup. A schematic of this starting position is shown in Figure 61.

![Figure 61 Detail of the steps for the fibres preparation before staring the sensor manufacturing.](image)

The detectors were calibrated following the standard procedure for this machine, the hydrogen ignited and the cover deployed. The sensor was then manufactured with the desired configuration. As soon as the manufacturing process was completed, the hydrogen flow was cut to extinguish the hydrogen flame. After this point, the packaging process started by positioning the fibres in the V-grooves installed in the translation stages at either sides of the FBT machine’s pullers (Figure 59 (ii) and (viii)), locking them in position. The translation stages were then adjusted to apply enough tension to make the fibres visually straight. The vacuum was then released, with the sensor and fibres held just by the clamps as shown in Figure 62.
At that moment, the sensor was free to be lifted 750 microns actuating simultaneously the micrometers controlling the height of both left and right translation stages. After finishing the lifting of the sensor, the V-grooves of the slider and the left vacuum puller were aligned, so that the capillary could be traversed being always contained in a V-groove, and thus, avoiding the contact with the fibres. A detail of this alignment and traversing movement of the capillary is shown in Figure 63.

**Figure 62** Detail of the sensor hold by the fibre clamps located on the translation stages at either sides of the vacuum pullers.

**Figure 63** Detail of the alignment of the V-grooves of the slider and vacuum puller, and of the traversing movement of the capillary. Figure 63 (i) shows the position of the capillary before starting the traversing movement. Figure 63 (ii) shows the capillary after being traversed to the V-groove of the first puller.
Finally, the V-groove of the central translation stage is positioned underneath the tapered region of the sensor and lifted to the appropriate position and aligned with the V-grooves of the vacuum pullers. In this moment, the capillary could be traversed up to its final position covering the tapered region of the sensor, as shown in Figure 64. The position of the capillary was centred and then secured by releasing the clamp.

![Image](image_url)

**Figure 64 Illustration of the capillary in its final position, and locked by the fibre clamp during the curing of the UV adhesive.**

The UV adhesive was then applied at both sides of the capillary and cured by the application of the built-in UV light. Once cured, the sensor was completed and robust enough for being manipulated. The clamps of the three translation stages were retrieved and the sensor removed.

If the packaged used was Type-I the process was much simpler as capillary was not inserted, and therefore the sensor was manufacturing as a normal coupler. After finishing the manufacturing the packaging glass rectangular piece was positioned over the central
translation stage and secured using the fibre clamp. Once clamped, it was moved into position below the tapered region and lifted to the appropriate position. The UV adhesive was applied and then cured using the built-in UV light. After this point the sensor was finished, and was ready to be removed. In this type of packaging the tapered region was unprotected (bonded on the glass surface), so special care was taken during their storage or manipulation to avoid damaging them.

4.4 Chapter summary

The resulting outcome of several manufacturing configurations applied to two different optical fibres was investigated. Five different configurations were selected as producing sensors within the optimal region of interest, producing sensors with SNR high enough to be successfully interrogated during subsequent experiments. The five configurations were assessed by exciting the sensors at different directions, and in discrete frequencies from 100 to 500 KHz every 20 kHz. The configuration with the best overall performances was selected for the next steps of the research.

The developed novel packaging process was in-depth explained. It enabled the insertion of the FOAES in a glass capillary, without friction or mutual contact. The commissioned custom hardware was designed to perform the process without any modification in the FBT machine, and without creating any constrains in the manufacturing process.
CHAPTER 5
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5 Sensors Characterisation and Embedding

5.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter sensors were manufactured under different manufacturing configurations. The experimental manufactured sensors were subsequently tested and assessed. The configuration resulting in the best performance was selected for carrying out forward the next step of this research project which focused on the characterisation of incapillary packaged sensors mounted on the surface of the test piece and embedded in laminates of different architectures.

This chapter discusses the developed process for embedding the FOAES, the different curing cycles and processes applied for manufacturing the laminates, and the final characterisation of the FOAES, before being embedded on a reference composite plate, and after being surfacemounted on a panel.

A comparison between the response before and after being embedding has been carried out for embedded and surface-bonded sensors. Surface-bonded sensors were tested as an alternative process to embedding. The directionality of the FOAES was quantified using statistical parameters. Finally, the linearity and fidelity of all the previously tested sensors were assessed.

Although all tests were repeated with both lasers (HeNe and Box A), just the data from the HeNe are used for the detailed analysis. The reason for this is the higher SNR permitted by the HeNe when compared with the Box A laser, which enabled the extraction of richer frequency spectra despite having less nominal power.
5.2 Process developed for embedding the FOAES into composite panels

A roll of unidirectional glass-fibre prepreg was brought from the storage temperature conditions of -18°C at which it was kept to ambient temperature. The prepreg was kept into a sealed polyethylene bag to avoid moisture ingestion. Squares of 300x300 mm² were then cut and stored in a sealed bag until being laid up on the laminate. The cut prepegs were protected by two different liners, paper on one side and plastic on the other. Due to the reinforcement being unidirectional and thus unsupported, the liner plastic was first removed to ensure that the unidirectional geometry of the prepreg was not distorted (the paper liner did not deform). The prepreg was then applied onto the laminate in the appropriate orientation with the help of a specially designed metallic frame with the exposed face of the prepreg facing down. The 90° angle of the frame enabled the precise 0° or 90° relative orientation of the different plies of the laminate. Pressure was then applied onto the paper liner with the help of a roller to compact this new layer and to extract the air. The paper liner was then removed and if required, a perforated release film was then laid over the prepreg applying further pressure with the same roller to eliminate any remaining air bubbles.

When half of the layers were applied, the FOAES were symmetrically positioned onto the prepreg. It was made certain that the capillary and the interrogation optical fibres were perfectly aligned with the unidirectional reinforcement of both top and bottom layers, as detailed in Figure 65. The centre of the capillary, where each FOAES was embedded was at 150 ± 5 mm from the edges of the laminate. When more than one FOAES were embedded, the rule of 150 ± 5 mm only applied longitudinally. The transverse of FOAES to FOAES distance was distributed equally (i.e. distance from the edge of the laminate to the first FOAES was the same with that from FOAES to FOAES). The interrogation of the optical fibres was protected at both extremes of the laminate by using PTFE tubing, which acted as sleeves. In this way it
was possible to avoid having the sharp edges cutting or damaging the fibres during the
demoulding process and subsequent manipulation required by the characterisation process.
Finally, a gentle pressure was applied on the FOAES, optical fibres and PTFE sleeves to
integrate them within the reinforcement prior to applying the rest of the layers in order to
complete the lamination process.

The pressure application during the lamination of subsequent layers after embedding the
FOAES was limited due to the presence of the glass capillary and the inherent risk of brittle
fracture when rolling the roller over it. Consequently, it was decided to set an area of 5 mm at
both sides of the capillary, where manual pressure was not applied. Therefore the compaction
and consolidation of this area was performed with the use of the autoclave during the de-
bulking and/or curing cycle. When the panels where finished, they were sandwiched between
the release film and vacuum bagged using standard practices as illustrated in Figure 67.

After the first batch of panels were manufactured, it was found that resin bleeding out from
the prepegs during the curing cycle spread along the interrogation optical fibres of the
FOAES. The resin bleed out and its spreading along the interrogation optical fibres caused
them to be effectively embedded in a cured epoxy resin lamina, resulting in their fracture
when demoulding. To avoid this undesirable phenomenon, a sealing process was developed to
stop the flow of the bleeding resin and prevent contact with the interrogation optical fibres, as
shown in Figure 66.
A silicone sealant was applied longitudinally between the top and bottom release films to set a barrier between the laminate and interrogation optical fibres. From further experiments performed it was found that the resin was able to travel through the interior of the protection sleeves of PTFE. Therefore, additional sealing was applied at the end of all the protection sleeves prior to curing the laminates. This type of complete sealing process was found to be robust enough to enable the embedding and posterior demoulding of the panels without any further complications arising with respect to the condition of the interrogation optical fibres.
Figure 66 Detail of the sealing process developed to stop the resin bleeding out from the prepegs to get in contact with the interrogation optical fibres. A silicone barrier was applied between the top and bottom release films. Additional sealing barriers were applied at the ends of the PTFE tubing or protective sleeve.

Figure 67 Panels ready to be cured after being vacuum bagged following standard procedures.
### 5.3 Laminates manufacturing processes

Several laminates were manufactured during this project using unidirectional glass-fibre/epoxy prepegs at different orientations. As described before, this material was found to be extremely difficult to manipulate and to compact when several layers were laid. This effect was even more noticeable when the sensors were embedded and consequently mechanical pressure could not be applied at the proximity of the capillary. Therefore air removal, compaction and FOAES integration within the laminate had to be achieved during the manufacturing process.

Different curing cycles were tested as follows, to introduce more severe conditions to the sensors in a controlled manner: (i) Cycle A, with application of vacuum only; (ii) Cycle B, with application of pressure only; and (iii) Cycle C with application of both pressure and vacuum. The aim was to ensure that Cycle C could be applied by studying first the effects of vacuum or pressure in the FOAES survivability. For all cycles, curing of the laminate was carried out at a temperature of 80°C. The applied dwell time was adjusted at 90 minutes at a temperature of 40°C to de-bulk and compact the laminate. The dwell temperature was selected from the datasheet of the prepreg, being as high as possible to decrease the viscosity of the resin but also low enough to minimise the cross linking of the resin system. An additional de-bulking step was added before the curing of the last batch of laminates, to improve even more the consolidation and reduce the amount of trapped air. The details summarising the different laminates, number of plies and orientation, curing cycle and other relevant information are shown in Table 10. Detail of the curing process and added de-bulk cycle are as also shown in Figure 68.
Table 10 Laminates manufactured, detailing number of plies, orientation, and further details.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Laminate Id</th>
<th>Plies</th>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>Lay-Up</th>
<th>De-bulk</th>
<th>Autoclave Process</th>
<th>FOAES Embedded</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L150512-01</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>(0)4</td>
<td>0-0-0-0</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L150519-01</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>(0)4</td>
<td>0-0-0-0</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L150519-02</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>(0)4</td>
<td>0-0-0-0</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L150519-03</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>(0)4</td>
<td>0-0-0-0</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L150703-01</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>(0)4</td>
<td>0-0-0-0</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L150703-02</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>(0)4</td>
<td>0-0-0-0</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L150717-01</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>(0)4</td>
<td>0-0-0-0</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L150717-02</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>(0)8</td>
<td>0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L150717-03</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>(0/90)2</td>
<td>90-0-0-90</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L150722-01</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>(0/90)2</td>
<td>90-0-0-90</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L150722-02</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>(0/90)2</td>
<td>90-0-0-90</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L150805-01</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>(0/90)4</td>
<td>90-0-90-0-0-90-0-90-0-90</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L150805-02</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>(0/90)4</td>
<td>90-0-90-0-0-90-0-90-0-90</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It was found that the 100% of the embedded FOAES survived after being co-cured in the laminate using the preliminary cycles A or B. These results enabled the embedment of new sensors using the more demanding and desired cycle C, which combined vacuum and pressure at the same time. Again, all the embedded FOAES survived to the autoclave process. Thus, the FOAES was assessed to be resistant enough to withstand an industrial autoclave process based on Cycle C.
Figure 68 Detail of the different curing cycles. Figure 68 (i) to (iii) show the evolution of the vacuum, pressure and temperature during the three applied cures from cycles A to cycle C. Figure 68 (iv) describes the de-bulking cycle.
5.4 FOAES: on-surface and embedded acoustic characterisation

The effect of the embedding in the acoustic response was investigated. Sensors manufactured under the optimum conditions selected in Chapter 4 were manufactured and packaged in glass capillaries. A unidirectional four layer composite panel (L150519-03) was manufactured without any embedded sensor to be used for the surface-mounting characterisation experiments. As detailed in section 3.5, a circle with a radius of 75 mm was drawn at the centre of the plate on the tooling or flat side and the excitation points marked every 45°. The FOAES were coupled to the plate parallel to the panel’s reinforcement using vaseline as coupling agent as shown in Figure 70.

The sensors were then characterised using discrete frequency sweeping, following the methodology described in section 3.5.4. Due to the FOAES being mounted on the surface of
the test piece, it was not possible to test simultaneously with the benchmarking piezoelectric sensors R30α and R50α (the FOAES was mounted on the central position of the characterisation circle). All tests were repeated with both lasers HeNe and Box A.

A total of 23 from the previously surface-mounted characterised FOAES were selected and embedded in 13 different laminates, as detailed in Table 10. Once embedded, the successfully demoulded 16 sensors unaffected by the previously reported bleeding of the resin from the prepegs were selected for the same discrete frequency sweep characterisation as for the surface-mounted testing. The centre and exact position of the capillary of the embedded FOAES were located with the help of a lamp projecting light through the laminate. Circles of 75 mm were drawn with the centres coincident with the middle point of each FOAES. For each circle, the line containing the 0° and 180° excitation points was drawn collinear with the capillary of the FOAES. The rest of the excitation points at every 45° were later located and marked. The FOAES were then simultaneously characterised in successive experiments with both HeNe and Box A lasers, first with the R30α and later with R50α piezoelectric sensors used as reference.
The results for twelve of on-surface and embedded sensors are given in Figure 71 to Figure 82. The results of the remainder four sensors were omitted due to the data of the surface-mounting characterisation being found to be corrupt. Therefore, for those latter set of four sensors it was not possible to compare the change of the responses between the surface-mounted and embedded conditions.
Figure 71 Characterisation of the sensor 150625-03, on-surface and embedded in a (0)_4 laminate by the use of the HeNe laser. Figure 71 (i) and (ii) show the frequency response for the on-surface and embedded characterisation tests respectively, using a R30α as emitter. Figure 71 (iii) and (iv) show the same information when a R50α was used as emitter. Figure 71 (v) and (vi) show summarised information averaging the response at the different directions when R30α and R50α were used as emitters respectively.
Figure 72 Characterisation of the sensor 150624-06, on-surface and embedded in a (0)_4 laminate by the use of the HeNe laser. Figure 72 (i) and (ii) show the frequency response for the on-surface and embedded characterisation tests respectively, using a R30\(\alpha\) as emitter. Figure 72 (iii) and (iv) show the same information when a R50\(\alpha\) was used as emitter. Figure 72 (v) and (vi) show summarised information averaging the response at the different directions when R30\(\alpha\) and R50\(\alpha\) were used as emitters respectively.
Figure 73 Characterisation of the sensor 150625-02, on-surface and embedded in a (0)_4 laminate by the use of the HeNe laser. Figure 73 (i) and (ii) show the frequency response for the on-surface and embedded characterisation tests respectively, using a R30\(\alpha\) as emitter. Figure 73 (iii) and (iv) show the same information when a R50\(\alpha\) was used as emitter. Figure 73 (v) and (vi) show summarised information averaging the response at the different directions when R30\(\alpha\) and R50\(\alpha\) were used as emitters respectively.
Figure 74 Characterisation of the sensor 150616-04, on-surface and embedded in a $(0)_4$ laminate by the use of the HeNe laser. Figure 74 (i) and (ii) show the frequency response for the on-surface and embedded characterisation tests respectively, using a R30$\alpha$ as emitter. Figure 74 (iii) and (iv) show the same information when a R50$\alpha$ was used as emitter. Figure 74 (v) and (vi) show summarised information averaging the response at the different directions when R30$\alpha$ and R50$\alpha$ were used as emitters respectively.
Figure 75 Characterisation of the sensor 150624-02, on-surface and embedded in a (0)_4 laminate by the use of the HeNe laser. Figure 75 (i) and (ii) show the frequency response for the on-surface and embedded characterisation tests respectively, using a R30\(\alpha\) as emitter. Figure 75 (iii) and (iv) show the same information when a R50\(\alpha\) was used as emitter. Figure 75 (v) and (vi) show summarised information averaging the response at the different directions when R30\(\alpha\) and R50\(\alpha\) were used as emitters respectively.
Figure 76 Characterisation of the sensor 150616-02, on-surface and embedded in a (0/90)_2 laminate by the use of the HeNe laser. Figure 76 (i) and (ii) show the frequency response for the on-surface and embedded characterisation tests respectively, using a R30α as emitter. Figure 76 (iii) and (iv) show the same information when a R50α was used as emitter. Figure 76 (v) and (vi) show summarised information averaging the response at the different directions when R30α and R50α were used as emitters respectively.
Figure 77 Characterisation of the sensor 150616-03, on-surface and embedded in a (0/90)₂ laminate by the use of the HeNe laser. Figure 77 (i) and (ii) show the frequency response for the on-surface and embedded characterisation tests respectively, using a R30α as emitter. Figure 77 (iii) and (iv) show the same information when a R50α was used as emitter. Figure 77 (v) and (vi) show summarised information averaging the response at the different directions when R30α and R50α were used as emitters respectively.
Figure 78 Characterisation of the sensor 150624-03, on-surface and embedded in a (0/90) laminate by the use of the HeNe laser. Figure 78 (i) and (ii) show the frequency response for the on-surface and embedded characterisation tests respectively, using a R30α as emitter. Figure 78 (iii) and (iv) show the same information when a R50α was used as emitter. Figure 78 (v) and (vi) show summarised information averaging the response at the different directions when R30α and R50α were used as emitters respectively.
Figure 79 Characterisation of the sensor 150625-04, on-surface and embedded in a $\theta = 90^\circ$ laminate by the use of the HeNe laser. Figure 79 (i) and (ii) show the frequency response for the on-surface and embedded characterisation tests respectively, using a R30$\alpha$ as emitter. Figure 79 (iii) and (iv) show the same information when a R50$\alpha$ was used as emitter. Figure 79 (v) and (vi) show summarised information averaging the response at the different directions when R30$\alpha$ and R50$\alpha$ were used as emitters respectively.
Figure 80 Characterisation of the sensor 150616-05, on-surface and embedded in a (0)_8 laminate by the use of the HeNe laser. Figure 80 (i) and (ii) show the frequency response for the on-surface and embedded characterisation tests respectively, using a R30_α as emitter. Figure 80 (iii) and (iv) show the same information when a R50_α was used as emitter. Figure 80 (v) and (vi) show summarised information averaging the response at the different directions when R30_α and R50_α were used as emitters respectively.
Figure 81 Characterisation of the sensor 150624-04 on-surface and embedded in a (0)_8 laminate by the use of the HeNe laser. Figure 81 (i) and (ii) show the frequency response for the on-surface and embedded characterisation tests respectively, using a R30α as emitter. Figure 81 (iii) and (iv) show the same information when a R50α was used as emitter. Figure 81 (v) and (vi) show summarised information averaging the response at the different directions when R30α and R50α were used as emitters respectively.
Figure 82 Characterisation of the sensor 150731-02, on-surface and embedded in a (0/90)_4 laminate by the use of the HeNe laser. Figure 82 (i) and (ii) show the frequency response for the on-surface and embedded characterisation tests respectively, using a R30\(\alpha\) as emitter. Figure 82 (iii) and (iv) show the same information when a R50\(\alpha\) was used as emitter. Figure 82 (v) and (vi) show summarised information averaging the response at the different directions when R30\(\alpha\) and R50\(\alpha\) were used as emitters respectively.
As it can be seen from the results obtained, the general effect of the embedding was the dramatic increase in the amplitude of the recorded signals when compared with the response of the surface-mounted testing conditions. In addition, the capability of the sensor for collecting higher frequencies (the ones with highest decay with increasing distance from the source) or bandwidth was generally improved as well, especially when the R50α was used as the piezo-emitter. The resonance of the R50α also lies at higher frequencies.

On the other hand, three of the sensors (Figure 74, Figure 77 and Figure 78) exhibited no improvement and even some deterioration of their response was observable when embedded. It was speculated that some resin could have got into the capillary during the curing of the laminate, causing degradation of the overall properties of these sensors as a result.

Finally, there is a general trend for the sensors embedded in unidirectional laminates to exhibit higher response to the directions aligned with the laminate’s reinforcement – 0°± 45° and 180° ± 45°.

5.5 Surface bonding of the FOAES

One of the main problems when embedding the FOAES is the relative large diameter of the interrogation optical fibres and capillary when compared with the reinforcement glass fibres. A last experiment was performed to understand if the bonding on the surface has a similar effect than the embedding, increasing the response by improving the coupling.

Two of the sensors previously characterised on the composite reference plate were bonded on a bi-directional (0/90)_8 laminate, using Araldite 3 minutes and with an identical layout as described in Figure 65. The sensors were then characterised using the methodologies described in section 3.5, firstly by using successively the R30α and the R50α as piezo-
emitters on the same face where the FOAES were surface-bonded, and secondly reversing the plate and exciting the laminate on the opposite face where the FOAES was bonded. When testing on the same face where the FOAES was bonded, the simultaneous characterisation with a conventional AE sensor was not possible due to the FOAES being bonded on the centre.

The results of the tests performed on the same face (excitation on the same face where the FOAES were bonded) are shown in Figure 83 and Figure 84. The results for the tests with the excitation on the opposite face where the FOAES were bonded are shown in Figure 85 and Figure 86.

As it can be seen, when the excitation was carried out on the same face where the FOAES was bonded, a stronger response, higher than that observed for the embedded condition, was observed. Nonetheless, when the excitation was performed in the opposite face where the FOAES was bonded, the increase in the response when compared with surface-mounting characterisation was much more moderate in comparison with that observed in the embedded condition. In addition and in contrast to what was observed with the embedded sensors, there were no improvements in the frequency ranges or bandwidths of the FOAES.

It was speculated that the differences in the amplitude when the excitation was performed on opposite faces of the panel were related to the through-thickness attenuation of the signal since FRPCs have highly anisotropic microstructure resulting in a strong attenuation effect. Furthermore, the nature of the adhesive can add some damping effect which can influence the propagation of higher frequencies. A substance with closer matching acoustic impedance than the epoxy of the prepreg would possibly result in better performance.
Figure 83 Characterisation of the sensor 150722-02, on-surface and bonded in a (0/90)_4 laminate by the use of the HeNe laser. The excitation was performed on the same face where the FOAES was bonded. Figure 83 (i) and (ii) show the frequency response for the on-surface and bonded characterisation tests respectively, using a R30α as emitter. Figure 83 (iii) and (iv) show the same information when a R50α was used as emitter. Figure 83 (v) and (vi) show summarised information averaging the response at the different directions when R30α and R50α were used as emitters respectively.
Figure 84 Characterisation of the sensor 150722-03, on-surface and bonded in a (0/90)_4 laminate by the use of the HeNe laser. The excitation was performed on the same face where the FOAES was bonded. Figure 84 (i) and (ii) show the frequency response for the on-surface and bonded characterisation tests respectively, using a R30α as emitter. Figure 84 (iii) and (iv) show the same information when a R50α was used as emitter. Figure 84 (v) and (vi) show summarised information averaging the response at the different directions when R30α and R50α were used as emitters respectively.
Figure 85 Characterisation of the sensor 150722-02, on-surface and bonded on a (0/90), laminate by the use of the HeNe laser. The excitation was performed on the opposite face where the FOAES was bonded. Figure 85 (i) and (ii) show the frequency response for the on-surface and bonded characterisation tests respectively, using a R30α as emitter. Figure 85 (iii) and (iv) show the same information when a R50α was used as emitter. Figure 85 (v) and (vi) show summarised information averaging the response at the different directions when R30α and R50α were used as emitters respectively.
Figure 86 Characterisation of the sensor 150722-03, on-surface and bonded on a (0/90)_4 laminate by the use of the HeNe laser. The excitation was performed on the opposite face where the FOAES was bonded. Figure 85 (i) and (ii) show the frequency response for the on-surface and bonded characterisation tests respectively, using a R30α as emitter. Figure 85 (iii) and (iv) show the same information when a R50α was used as emitter. Figure 85 (v) and (vi) show summarised information averaging the response at the different directions when R30α and R50α were used as emitters respectively.
5.6 Directionality of the FOAES

The data discussed in the previous sections of this chapter have shown that all the FOAES were detecting signals of different amplitudes when similar stimuli were applied at different angles. This phenomenon is called directionality and is normally related to the highly anisotropic nature of the response of the FOAES combined with the anisotropic acoustic properties of FRPC materials where the acoustic waves are propagating along the fibres which act as waveguides.

In order to establish a qualitative assessment of the FOAESs directionality, a comparison with the simultaneously characterised benchmarking piezoelectric sensors R30α and R50α was performed. The R30α and R50α piezoelectric sensors have a specified maximum directionality of ±1.5 dB [197, 198], so by comparing the standard deviation at each frequency expressed as percentage of the average would enable the assessment of each FOAES as having lower, similar or higher directionality. For understanding better if the embedding of the FOAES improved or worsened the directionality, the standard deviation of the data collected from the surface-mounted configuration testing was expressed in the same way (percentage over the average for each frequency) for each FOAES.

The results for the characterised FOAES (twelve embedded and two bonded) are shown in Figure 87 to Figure 100.
Figure 87 Directionality of the sensor 150625-03 (on-surface and embedded on a (0)_4 laminate) expressed as the standard deviation in percentage over the amplitude of the peaks. The comparative data of the references R30\(\alpha\) and R50\(\alpha\) when embedded are added for comparison purposes. Figure 87 (i) and (ii) show the data when additional R30\(\alpha\) and a R50\(\alpha\) were used as emitters respectively.

Figure 88 Directionality of the sensor 150624-06 (on-surface and embedded on a (0)_4 laminate) expressed as the standard deviation in percentage over the amplitude of the peaks. The comparative data of the references R30\(\alpha\) and R50\(\alpha\) when embedded are added for comparison purposes. Figure 88 (i) and (ii) show the data when additional R30\(\alpha\) and a R50\(\alpha\) were used as emitters respectively.
Figure 89 Directionality of the sensor 150625-02 (on-surface and embedded on a (0)₄ laminate) expressed as the standard deviation in percentage over the amplitude of the peaks. The comparative data of the references R30α and R50α when embedded are added for comparison purposes. Figure 89 (i) and (ii) show the data when additional R30α and a R50α were used as emitters respectively.

Figure 90 Directionality of the sensor 150616-04 (on-surface and embedded on a (0)₄ laminate) expressed as the standard deviation in percentage over the amplitude of the peaks. The comparative data of the references R30α and R50α when embedded are added for comparison purposes. Figure 90 (i) and (ii) show the data when additional R30α and a R50α were used as emitters respectively.
Figure 91 Directionality of the sensor 150624-02 (on-surface and embedded on a (0)_4 laminate) expressed as the standard deviation in percentage over the amplitude of the peaks. The comparative data of the references R30α and R50α when embedded are added for comparison purposes. Figure 91 (i) and (ii) show the data when additional R30α and a R50α were used as emitters respectively.

Figure 92 Directionality of the sensor 150616-05 (on-surface and embedded on a (0)_8 laminate) expressed as the standard deviation in percentage over the amplitude of the peaks. The comparative data of the references R30α and R50α when embedded are added for comparison purposes. Figure 92 (i) and (ii) show the data when additional R30α and a R50α were used as emitters respectively.
Figure 93 Directionality of the sensor 150624-04 (on-surface and embedded on a (0)_8 laminate) expressed as the standard deviation in percentage over the amplitude of the peaks. The comparative data of the references R30α and R50α when embedded are added for comparison purposes. Figure 93 (i) and (ii) show the data when additional R30α and a R50α were used as emitters respectively.

Figure 94 Directionality of the sensor 150616-02 (on-surface and embedded on a (0/90)_2 laminate) expressed as the standard deviation in percentage over the amplitude of the peaks. The comparative data of the references R30α and R50α when embedded are added for comparison purposes. Figure 94 (i) and (ii) show the data when additional R30α and a R50α were used as emitters respectively.
Figure 95 Directionality of the sensor 150616-03 (on-surface and embedded on a (0/90)$_2$ laminate) expressed as the standard deviation in percentage over the amplitude of the peaks. The comparative data of the references R30$\alpha$ and R50$\alpha$ when embedded are added for comparison purposes. Figure 95 (i) and (ii) show the data when additional R30$\alpha$ and a R50$\alpha$ were used as emitters respectively.

Figure 96 Directionality of the sensor 150624-03 (on-surface and embedded on a (0/90)$_2$ laminate) expressed as the standard deviation in percentage over the amplitude of the peaks. The comparative data of the references R30$\alpha$ and R50$\alpha$ when embedded are added for comparison purposes. Figure 96 (i) and (ii) show the data when additional R30$\alpha$ and a R50$\alpha$ were used as emitters respectively.
Figure 97 Directionality of the sensor 150625-04 (on-surface and embedded on a (0/90)2 laminate) expressed as the standard deviation in percentage over the amplitude of the peaks. The comparative data of the references R30α and R50α when embedded are added for comparison purposes.

Figure 98 Directionality of the sensor 150731-02 (on-surface and embedded on a (0/90)4 laminate) expressed as the standard deviation in percentage over the amplitude of the peaks. The comparative data of the references R30α and R50α when embedded are added for comparison purposes. Figure 98(i) and (ii) show the data when additional R30α and a R50α were used as emitters respectively.
Figure 99 Directionality of the sensor 150722-02 (on-surface and bonded on a (0/90)_4 laminate) expressed as the standard deviation in percentage over the amplitude of the peaks. For comparison purposes the emitter was located at the opposite side where the FOAES was bonded (to enable the use of the comparison AE commercial sensors). Figure 99 (i) and (ii) show the data when a R30α and a R50α were used as emitters respectively.

Figure 100 Directionality of the sensor 150722-03 (on-surface and bonded on a (0/90)_4 laminate) expressed as the standard deviation in percentage over the amplitude of the peaks. For comparison purposes the emitter was located at the opposite side where the FOAES was bonded (to enable the use of the comparison AE commercial sensors). Figure 100 (i) and (ii) show the data when a R30α and a R50α were used as emitters respectively.
As it is clearly evident, the FOAES showed a comparable directionality with that of the benchmarking piezoelectric R30α and R50α sensors. In some frequencies and in some laminates the directionality was even observed to be slightly smaller. Just the sensor150616-03 (Figure 95) exhibited some peaks much higher than the overall trend presented by the commercial benchmark piezoelectric sensors. Similar conclusion can be drawn when analysing the effects in directionality of the embedding or bonding process. No particular trend was identified and therefore this parameter does not seem to be affected by the coupling media (Vaseline, embedment or bonding).

It should be considered that the variability of the response with the excitation angle or directionality is not a direct measurement of the directionality of the sensor (both FOAES and benchmarking piezoelectric sensors) but a combination of directionality of the sensor and anisotropy of the transmission media (material). However, the comparison with sensors of known directionality gives a qualitative idea of the assimilated behaviour of the novel optical sensors. An in-depth analysis of the directionality would require hardware and resources not available in this project.

5.7 Linearity and Fidelity of the FOAES

The linearity represents the increase in the amplitude of the signals detected by the FOAES as the excitation amplitude from the source was increased. To enable the evaluation of linearity of the FOAES, frequency sweep tests were repeated at different excitation amplitudes. The emitter used to produce the excitation (reference) signals was powered using continuous sinuses at different amplitudes via the signal generator (from – 2 V to +10 V with intervals of 2 V). The amplitude of the main harmonics detected was used to correlate them with changes in the amplitude of the excitation source using FFT spectral analysis.
It was consistently found that the amplitude of the FOAES response increased linearly with the linear changes of the excitation source as shown in Figure 101. This is especially important when studying real acoustic signatures, where a significant part of the analysis and filtering is based in amplitude or energy of the collected signals.

With respect to the fidelity (i.e. how accurately is the sensor picking up the frequencies of the acoustic signatures) the behaviour of the FOAES had been found to be consistently excellent. The performed experiments enabled the excitation of the plate with a dominant frequency. The comparison between the frequencies observed after the analysis of the data collected with the excitation frequency allowed the assessment of the fidelity. To carry out a global assessment, the average and standard deviation at each frequency for all the embedded FOAES was calculated and the data plotted. As it can be clearly seen from Figure 102, the FOAES exhibit a linear trend in all the collected frequencies with a negligible standard deviation. Similar results were obtained for both different piezo-emitters used in the experiments - R30α and R50α. This effectively suggests that the FOAES are able to reliably detect and quantify the frequency of acoustic events.
Figure 101 Response of the sensor 150326-02 when excited with an R30α using continuous sinuses at 5 different amplitudes: 2V, 4V, 6V, 8V and 10V. This graph was extracted powering the FOAES with the HeNe laser and placing the emitter at the 0 degrees position.

Figure 102 Average and standard deviation per each frequency for all the embedded sensors. Figure 102 (i) shows the data when a R30α was used as emitter. Figure 102 (ii) shows the data when a R50α was used as emitter.
5.8 Chapter Summary

Several FOAES were embedded in different configuration of glass fibre-epoxy panels manufactured by unidirectional prepegs. The FOAES was demonstrated to be able to withstand an industrial autoclave cycle as described in Figure 68 (iv). However, a sealing process was found to be necessary to avoid the resin bleeding out to encapsulate the optical fibres.

The FOAES were characterised by discrete frequency sweep before and after embedding, and their results compared. There were observed an overall improvement in the bandwidths and amplitudes. However, some sensors experienced a decrease in the acoustic properties after embedding. Resin ingression into the capillary was speculated as the potential reason.

The directionality of the embedded FOAES and surface characterised conventional piezoelectric PZT AE sensors (R30α and R50α) was assessed as similar. In addition, the FOAES were found to exhibit a linear response and excellent fidelity. This was potentially a consequence of the physical configuration of the sensor – double cantilevered optical fibre. The optical fibre will vibrate with the same frequency of the excitation source, and the amplitude of the oscillation will be related to the energy or amplitude of the aforementioned excitation. The oscillation will be translated into proportional opposite variations of the transmitted power to both optical power outputs. This phenomenon will increase in the frequencies where the sensor is more resonant or close to its natural frequencies, and will be reduced or even cancelled where the frequencies are above the damping limit.
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6 Comparison of embedded FOAES with surface-mounted piezo-electric AE sensors

6.1 Introduction

The last stage of the project was the direct comparison of the performance of the embedded FOAES characterised in the previous chapter with the performance of the surface-mounted commercial piezoelectric AE sensors. Longitudinal strips of 25 mm width containing each embedded FOAES in the centre were marked on the laminates. Special care was taken for the marking lines to be parallel to the FOAES, as detailed in Figure 103. The strips were then cut with a 75 mm diameter electro-deposited diamond circular blade, keeping at least a couple of millimetres of clearance from the red lines.

The edges of the cut strips were finally polished in a flat belt grinder by a P320 aluminium oxide sanding belt. The flat surface of the equipment enabled the possibility of achieving flat edges parallel to the FOAES. The process for each strip was considered finished when the flat edges exactly matched the marked red line were achieved.

This overall process of cutting off strips was found to have a high ratio of sensor mortality, due to the high degree of vibration and especially by breaking the optical fibres coming out from the laminates at both extremes of the FOAES.
Figure 103 Detail of strips marked on the laminate where the FOAES were embedded.

The surviving strips were appropriately cleaned, and both extremes at both sides were gently sanded with a P500 sand paper and cleaned with Acetone. Aluminium end-tabs were then bonded to the strips with fast curing epoxy Araldite®, as described in Chapter 3.

The tooling side of the strip was used to install the benchmarking piezoelectric AE sensors, as described in Figure 40. The R30α and R50α piezoelectric sensors were coupled to the surface using a Vaseline layer and secured with duct tape. To ensure that the strain suffered by the FOAES was successfully monitored, a strain gauge FLA5-11 was bonded following the standard process recommended by the manufacturer on opposite side of the strip (non-flat). Due to slight protuberance created by the embedded FOAES, the strain gauges were applied at one side of the centre of the FOAES. A detail of one FOAES ready for the test is shown in Figure 104.
Figure 104 FOAES prepared for being characterised in parallel with the two reference conventional AE sensors; (i) detail of the $R_{30\alpha}$ and $R_{50\alpha}$ attached to the testing strip by cloth tape; (ii) full setup with the FOAES, reference sensors and strain gauges visible; and (iii) strain gauge and FOAES.

The strain and displacement of the test were recorded as parametric values in the AE system by the use of the analogue outputs of the tensile machine. This enabled the synchronisation of the AE equipment with the tensile machine. In the case of the strain gauge monitoring system, the strain was synchronised with the displacement of the tensile machine by matching the time “0 s” when the strain in the strain gauge and displacement in the tensile machine started to increase.
Finally the samples were tested until final failure, and the strain and acoustic signatures recorded. A picture of one of the strips containing the FOAES after being tested is shown in Figure 105.

As described in Chapter 3, two different configurations were tested: one named as Configuration 1 specially designed for high-dumping metal, and a second configuration named as Configuration 2 used in composites with commercial AE sensors. Their differences were mainly longer PDT, HDT and HLT in Configuration 1 than in Configuration 2 (see Table 5).

Configuration 2 was tested initially for a reduced assessment of the laminate and embedded FOAES, by separating the jaws at 2mm/min until having different levels of strain monitored using a strain gauge attached onto the laminate. The tests were carried out progressively up to 0.1%, 0.2% and 0.3% of strain, collecting a new set of pencil breaks at all these points to understand if the strain was changing the performance of the FOAES. After collecting the signals from last pencil break tests at 0.3% strain, the laminates were brought back to 0% strain and the configuration of the AE hardware changed to Configuration 1. At that point, the
laminates were subjected to a full strain-stress test up to rupture at the same test speed of 2 mm/min.

Configuration 2 was found not to be suitable for the FOAES due to the damping characteristics. While the R30α and R50α piezoelectric sensors had enough time for detecting the AE signals and returning to the relaxed state, the signal in the FOAES was still decaying while the acquisition software closed some of the acoustic events. In the same way, Configuration 1 was found to be suitable when working with the FOAES but sometimes it created several hits in the commercial AE sensors to be picked up as a single event. In addition, despite of having a lot of acoustic activity happening during the pre-test up to 0.3% of strain (possibly due to matrix cracking) using the Configuration 2, it was found that the activity drastically disappeared in this strain interval when subsequently testing up to final failure using Configuration 1. Due to this reasons, it was decided after testing a few sensors not to perform the pre-test up to 0.3%. Testing directly to final failure using just Configuration 1 was elected instead. Examples of the unwanted effects generated by both Configuration 1 and Configuration 2 are shown in Figure 106.

![Figure 106 Example of the unwanted effects of both configurations in the FOAES and in the conventional AE sensors. (i) Uncompleted signal collected by the FOAES when Configuration 2 was applied; and (ii) multiple hit collected by the R50α when Configuration 1 was selected.](image-url)
6.2 Direct comparison between FOAES and benchmark sensors

The data of each test was organised to show the cumulative number of hits per sensor type and the cumulative “Absolute Energy” of the hits, as shown in Figure 107 to Figure 112. With respect to the “Absolute Energy”, the data are calculated for digitised signals as described by Equation (21) where \( \Delta t \) is the sample width in seconds, \( R \) is the resistance in Ohms, \( V_i(t) \) is the sample amplitude in Volts, and the summation is carried out over the total length of the signal in seconds [49].

\[
E = \left( \frac{\Delta t}{R} \right) \cdot \sum_i V_i^2(t) \tag{21}
\]

For the Mistras AE system this process is automatically performed, and the absolute energy can be converted in units of \( 10^{-21} \) Joules by multiplying the values by 9.31x10-4.

As it can be appreciated in the different figures, the FOAES is able to replicate and pick up the acoustic activity in a similar way that the conventional AE sensors when the appropriate configuration was set. The FOAES was able to track the degradation of the plates, showing the same trend that the conventional sensors. The FOAES showed as well very rich power spectra, but the correlation of the different failure modes with the FOAES was out of the scope of this project.

However, it should be noted that there were clear differences in the number of hits detected by the FOAES and the benchmarking sensors, and thus in the cumulative energy. These differences made necessary the use a secondary axis to represent the information of FOAES, and hence to have a good visual comparison. The causes for the FOAES to collect lower
number of events than the benchmark sensors were attributed to the laser system used in the experiments, and to the relatively low SNR of the interrogation system when compared to the system of the piezoelectric AE sensors. The HeNe used to excite the FOAES was relatively very low power for the overall SNR of the system and had not polarisation control. This involved that just the higher energy events were able to create a signal strong enough to be above the system noise, being the low energy events detected by the benchmark sensors unnoticed by the FOAES. In addition, being the FOAES sensitive to changes in the polarisation of the light used for its interrogation, the changes in the polarisation state in the laser induced a higher system noise and thus, contributed to an even lower SNR of the system.
Figure 107 Cumulative number hits and cumulative Absolute Energy for the sensor 150616-05, shown respectively as Figure 107 (i) and (ii). In both graphs the data for the FOAES is attached as a secondary Y-axis, to enhance the visual comparison with the benchmarking sensors R30α and R50α.
Figure 108 Cumulative number hits and cumulative Absolute Energy for the sensor 150624-02, shown respectively as Figure 108 (i) and (ii). In both graphs the data for the FOAES is attached as a secondary Y-axis, to enhance the visual comparison with the benchmarking sensors R30α and R50α.
Figure 109 Cumulative number hits and cumulative Absolute Energy for the sensor 150624-04, shown respectively as Figure 109 (i) and (ii). In both graphs the data for the FOAES is attached as a secondary Y-axis, to enhance the visual comparison with the benchmarking sensors R30α and R50α.
Figure 110 Cumulative number hits and cumulative Absolute Energy for the sensor 150625-03, shown respectively as Figure 109 (i) and (ii). In both graphs the data for the FOAES is attached as a secondary Y-axis, to enhance the visual comparison with the benchmarking sensors R30\(\alpha\) and R50\(\alpha\).
Figure 111 Cumulative number hits and cumulative Absolute Energy for the sensor 150625-04, shown respectively as Figure 111 (i) and (ii). In both graphs the data for the FOAES is attached as a secondary Y-axis, to enhance the visual comparison with the benchmarking sensors R30α and R50α.
Figure 112 Cumulative number hits and cumulative Absolute Energy for the sensor 150722-03, shown respectively as Figure 112 (i) and (ii). In both graphs the data for the FOAES is attached as a secondary Y-axis, to enhance the visual comparison with the benchmarking sensors R30$\alpha$ and R50$\alpha$. 
6.3 Survivability of the FOAES under increasing strain

The main purpose of the use of the strain gauge was as explained before, to monitor the precise strain applied at the area where the centre of the FOAES was located. Due to the tapered geometry and having the FOAES the minimum cross-section at this location, this is where strain was expected to be the highest. The strain at the time where the last hit was received from the FOAES in the AE system was considered as the failure or fracture strain of the sensor. The data of the different sensors is shown in Figure 113.

As expected by the non-regular geometrical characteristics obtained during the manufacturing process, different levels of strain have been monitored when the last acoustic signature was received. It can be appreciated that there were correlation between drawing length or elongation during the manufacturing of the FOAES (longer drawing length will have a direct impact in the diameter of the tapering region) and the minimum strain withstood by the sensor. The data of the different sensors is shown in Figure 113.

![Figure 113 Strain at which the last acoustic signature was received from each FOAES, and elongation of the FOAES during the manufacturing process (secondary Y axis).](image-url)
FOAES until stopping working. Longer sensors with potentially smaller diameter in the tapered length were broken at lower strains.

The assumption of longer sensors produces shorter diameter in the tapered length can be demonstrated by the use of the data of the non-packaging sensors showed in the Chapter 4. The statistical correlation factor (Pearson product moment correlation) between the waist diameter and drawing length for FOAES calculated with the same torch and material than the embedded ones was calculated and showed in Table 11. This parameter, which ranges from -1 to 1, indicates the strength of the relationship between two variables; 0 indicates not correlation while ±1 indicates positive/negative perfect correlation [199, 200]. It is generally accepted that a correlation factor higher in absolute value than 0.5 as in our situation is the reflexion of a strong relationship between the variables [199]. The negative sign of -0.59 indicates an inverse relationship which perfectly matches with the experimental data obtained; i.e. longer drawing lengths produce smaller waist diameters.

Table 11 Statistical Correlation (Pearson product moment correlation) between the waist diameter and drawing length for FOAES calculated with the same between waist diameter and manufacturing drawing length.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensor</th>
<th>Waist (µm)</th>
<th>Drawing Length (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>150225-01</td>
<td>31.82</td>
<td>19.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150226-01</td>
<td>32.34</td>
<td>19.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150227-01</td>
<td>26.56</td>
<td>21.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150326-01</td>
<td>32.32</td>
<td>19.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150326-02</td>
<td>28.15</td>
<td>18.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150331-01</td>
<td>29.19</td>
<td>18.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150331-02</td>
<td>31.29</td>
<td>20.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150401-01</td>
<td>27.01</td>
<td>19.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150319-01</td>
<td>19.81</td>
<td>21.51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Correlation Factor** -0.59
This relationship can be used for approximately calculating individual brackets of strain that the FOAES can withstand, inferred from the drawn distance measured during the manufacturing process.

### 6.4 Embedding VS surface bonded FOAES

One of the main drawbacks or concerns when embedding a sensor is the well-known subsequent distortion at the microscale level of the laminate. This causes abnormal load distribution and unexpected stress concentration areas/volumes which can end up with the premature or unforeseen fracture of a composite material. To investigate the suitability of the surface bonded FOAES, the sensor 150722-02 was attached on the surface using the fast curing epoxy Araldite®. Due to space limitations the R30α and R50α piezoelectric sensors were placed both at opposite side of the strain gauge to avoid any damage in the strain gauge wiring (the opposite face was fully used to bond the FOAES on the surface). The results are shown in Figure 114, where similar result as the embedded sensors were obtained.

The two benchmark piezoelectric sensors and the FOAES experienced a similar trend for cumulative hits and for cumulative absolute energy. It can be seen in Figure 114 (i) that at 35, 40, 48, 52 and 72 seconds there are changes in the rate of the cumulative hits are detected. Figure 114 (ii) which represents the absolute cumulative energy shows similar behaviour: times of 35, 40, 48, 64, 68 and 72 seconds show a sudden increase of the energy collected by the sensors. While the increase of the absolute energy at times of 35, 40, 48 and 72 seconds can be related to the increase of the cumulative hits contributing to the total absolute energy, the times of 64 and 68 seconds can be related mainly to higher energy events due to reinforcement fibres cracking.
Figure 114 Cumulative number hits and cumulative Absolute Energy for the sensor 150722-02, shown respectively as Figure 114 (i) and (ii). In both graphs the data for the FOAES is attached as a secondary Y-axis, to enhance the visual comparison with the benchmarking sensors R30\(\alpha\) and R50\(\alpha\).
Even though just one experiment was performed for understanding the effects of surface bonding with a theoretically less effective coupling between the sensor and the surface, the results showed a very promising alternative. The FOAES can be applied on surface by the use of an adhesive layer or even by wet lamination of the same reinforcement used on the composite panel. This will enable the instrumentation of existing structures as well as an easy replacement of the AE sensors if required. In addition, no distortion will be introduced into the laminates, reducing the time and simplifying the processes required to embed the FOAES.

6.5 Pencil Breaks: Influence of the strain in the response of FOAES

As previously explained, pencil breaks or Hsu-Nielsen excitation were applied to the laminates under test at different strains levels to understand if changes in the FOAES response occurred. The pencil breaks was used for 3 embedded FOAES and one surface bonded FOAES. The tests were repeated using Configuration 2 at 0%, 0.1%, 0.2% and 0.3% strain measured by the strain gauge. The descriptors of the signal such as duration, absolute energy, counts, counts to peak and rise time were compared for the different FOAES. To ensure that any detected trends were not caused by differences in the Hsu Nielsen energy releasement, the benchmark conventional AE sensors were analysed in parallel.

While rise time and counts to peak did not show any particular trend while the strain of the plate was increased for any of the embedded or surface bonded FOAES, there were clear changes in the counts and duration of the embedded FOAES. It is speculated that these two parameters may be reduced due to a higher stiffness of the sensor under strain and thus, an increase of the damping. In addition, both the energy and the amplitude suffered a very steady decrease with the strain. With respect to the surface bonded FAOES it looked less affected by the strain than the embedded sensor, possibly by the partial dissipation of the strain across the
bonding line. The graphs for the different signal descriptors for the embedded FOAES are shown in Figure 115 to Figure 117. The same information for the surface bonded FOAES is shown in Figure 118.

Figure 115 Representation of some of the pencil breaks descriptors at different levels of strain for the embedded FOAES 150616-05. The pencil breaks were simultaneously acquired by the FOAES and the benchmark sensors R30 and R50. Figure 115 (i) to (iv) represent absolute energy, counts, duration and amplitude respectively.
Figure 116 Representation of some of the pencil breaks descriptors at different levels of strain for the embedded FOAES 150624-02. The pencil breaks were simultaneously acquired by the FOAES and the benchmark sensors R30$\alpha$ and R50$\alpha$. Figure 116 (i) to (iv) represent absolute energy, counts, duration and amplitude respectively.

Figure 117 Representation of some of the pencil breaks descriptors at different levels of strain for the embedded FOAES 150722-03. The pencil breaks were simultaneously acquired by the FOAES and the benchmark sensors R30$\alpha$ and R50$\alpha$. Figure 117(i) to (iv) represent absolute energy, counts, duration and amplitude respectively.
Figure 118 Representation of some of the pencil breaks descriptors at different levels of strain for the surface mounted FOAES 150722-02. The pencil breaks were simultaneously acquired by the FOAES and the benchmark sensors R30α and R50α. Figure 118 (i) to (iv) represent absolute energy, counts, duration and amplitude respectively.

6.6 Chapter summary

A direct comparison between embedded FOAES and benchmarking PZT AE sensors was performed during tensile testing. Portions of the plates containing the FOAES were cut, polished and end-tabbed. A strain gauge was bonded at the centre of the embedded FOAES to monitor the strain in that area. A surface bonded FOAES was tested too, to assess the influence of a theoretically less effective coupling.

The FOAES required longer time than conventional piezoelectric PZT sensors to return to the relaxed position after being excited. This is an unwanted effect which made necessary the use
of a configuration with longer PDT, HDT and HLT. Reducing the active length of the sensor may reduce this effect but at the expense of the sensitivity of the sensor potentially.

The FOAES showed a similar trend in cumulative hits and cumulative energy, but recorded fewer events than the PZT sensors. It was speculated that this different was created by the much lower SNR of the optical interrogation system when compared with the commercial PZT sensors.

Finally, the FOAES showed sensitivity to strain; when the laminate where the FOAES was embedded was elongated from 0.1 to 0.3%, the total counts and duration of the signals changed. In addition, correlation was found between manufacturing drawn length and minimum strain at breakage.
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7.1 Conclusions

7.1.1 FOAES manufacturing

The fabrication of the FOAES was studied in depth by progressively changing the different manufacturing variables and assessing their effect. The importance of using fibres with high and consistent numerical aperture was stated. An appropriate stripping process was developed, which was able to remove the thermoplastic coating in its entirety. It was found experimentally that sensors with losses lower than 2 dB and coupling ratio from 40 to 60% provided a much higher SNR. Therefore, several configurations producing consistently sensors within the stated limits were identified. Further acoustic characterisation narrowed down the manufacturing configuration to the optimal one. This was selected to produce the sensors for the rest of the study.

A novel methodology for embedding the FOAES in glass capillaries in a repeatable, consistent and reliable manner was designed, commissioned and tested. It is composed mainly from off-the-self part, and can be adapted to any existing FBT equipment.

The geometrical characteristics of the produced FOAES were investigated. It was found that the sensors were not symmetrical, and that there were notable differences between FOAES produced by the same manufacturing configuration. This is an unwanted characteristic of the applied FBT process. It was speculated that the lack of brushing movement of the torch was creating a non-uniform temperature in the fusing volume, and therefore creating a non-symmetrical geometry.
The surface characterisation of the FOAES showed differences in the frequency response for sensors with identical manufacturing parameters. On the other hand, all sensors exhibited excellent fidelity. This can be related to different geometrical characteristics from sensor-to-sensor introduced by the applied FBT process, and to the double cantilever configuration of the sensor. While the sensor will vibrate with identical frequency to the perturbation and therefore will replicate them very accurately, the amplitude of the oscillation will depend on the resonance frequencies of the sensor. Such resonance frequencies will have a strong dependency of the geometry of the sensor.

7.1.2 Sensor embedding

A preliminary study on the influence of the autoclave curing cycle in the survivability of the FOAES was performed. It was demonstrated that the developed packaging technique can withstand an industrial autoclave process as detailed in Figure 67 (iv).

A comparison between capillary packaged FOAES before and after embedding was performed. A general increase of the response including a higher bandwidth was obtained. This was potentially due to the better coupling than when tested on surface. On the other hand, bonded FOAES experienced the same increase in the response but not improvements in the bandwidth. It was speculated that the applied adhesive was partly damping the highest frequencies, so potentially this could be resolved with a stiffer adhesive. However, few sensors showed decay in performance after embedding. It was suspected that resin of the laminate may penetrated in the capillary changing the behaviour of the sensor.

The directionality of the embedded sensors was assessed by simultaneous comparison with commercial piezoelectric PZT sensors R30α and R50α (both below 1.5 dB). Both the FOAES and commercial piezoelectric PZT exhibited similar directionality. This means that despite the
irregular geometry of the FOAES, when packaged using two different adhesives at both sides of the capillary (one very rigid, and one medium-soft) the directionality is under the normal specification of other commercial AE sensors.

Finally, the FOAES showed linear response. This effectively meant that the amplitude of the spectrum was dependant on the amplitude of the source. This is a very important feature, as in AE signal analysis it is possible to use the energy or properties related to the amplitude of the signals to characterise/categorise the collected acoustic events. A non-linear sensor will add complexity to the analysis of the signals.

7.1.3 Comparison of embedded FOAES with surface-mounted piezo-electric AE sensors

Simultaneous tensile tests were performed using embedded FOAES and the same commercial PZT AE sensors. The events collected from the FOAES showed a very rich frequency spectrum, aligned with the ones acquired simultaneously by the PZT AE sensors.

On the other hand, the FOAES collected fewer events than the PZE AE sensors. This was attributed to the low power of the laser combined with its unpolarised nature, which made the low energy events undetectable to the FOAES-based system.

The trend in cumulative hits and energy showed correlation between the FOAES and piezoelectric PZT AE sensors. This meant that the FOAES was able to monitor the structural health of the tested samples as the different damage mechanisms evolved (matrix, interface or reinforcement failure). Furthermore, a bonded FOAES performed identically well. This was a very important outcome because one the main hurdles when embedding sensors in composites is the distortion introduced in the laminate. A bonded or laminated FOAES will avoid the necessity of the embedment while will add all the advantages of the FOS.
The FOAES required much more time than the PZT sensors to return to the relaxed state after picking up a signal. This damping behaviour was an undesired issue. In order to avoid cutting the signals acquired by the FOAES, the AE acquisition system was configured with much longer PDT, HDT and HLT. This phenomenon could be reduced by the use of a very soft adhesive in one of the extremes of the capillary. Unfortunately, it was not possible to include this investigation in this research work.

Finally, the embedded FOAES was found to be sensitive to the strain. The AE signals were shorter and with less counts according the strain was increased. In addition, correlation between manufacturing draw length and minimum strain at failure was identified. Effectively, this finding means that future FOAES should be designed in such a way that the sensor’s waist diameter is inversely proportional to the expected strain in the structure.

7.2 Future work

The present work has stated the difficulties in producing consistent FOAES using a conventional FBT process. The lack of geometrical repeatability means that a big population of sensors is required to conclude the effects of the manufacturing parameters in the sensor response. Therefore, producing the FOAES using other techniques such as polishing or brushing FBT will be highly recommended. The suitability of modifying a fusion splicer to produce the FOAES will be another alternative worth of being investigated; this will enable the localised melting via electric discharges with the highly accurate pulling movement from the motorised translation stages.

The characterisation of the sensor would require a broadband emitter, with an even frequency response along the band under investigation. This will simplify the characterisation providing
a more meaningful data, as the reference will excite will very similar amplitude all the frequencies in the band of interest.

With regards with the embedding, further work should be carried out in order to increase understanding with respect to the influence of the bonding as a potential alternative to embedding. The influence of the stiffness or modulus of the adhesive in the sensor response, as well as attaching the sensor via wet lamination onto the panels should be considered.

The effect of the undamped nature of the FOAES will need further work, in order to bring the sensor to the relaxed state once the acoustic perturbation has finished. This will be achievable by using a very soft adhesive in one side of the capillary and/or by modifying the geometrical characteristics of the sensor. Also reducing the active length of the sensor may contribute in addressing this issue.

Finally, further work should be carried out to improve the interrogation system. The effect of a polarised laser together with higher power should be investigated to understand the minimum requirements to pick up low energy events during AE test. It would be advisable to commission an off-the-self balanced amplified photodetector to interrogate the sensor; this will reduce uncertainties about the performances of the custom made system used in this project.
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